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Absarct 

The purpose of this study was to explore the &cts  of the prepadon for and the practice 

of counseiling on counseUors persody and interpersonaüy. Ways to maxhhe the bments and 

manage the dangers were dso addressed. The Qualitative study gathaed data through three 

rounds of in depth, setni-structured int-ews with seven participants. The participants w a e  sll 

female counsellors with a Mnimum of 10 years of counseIling experience who were practicing 

clinicaliy with adults. The question was investigated using a g r o d e d  theory design. A theme 

analysis of the data found results consistent 4 t h  those of previous studies in the area 

The analysis produced some key themes which repeatedly reflected that becoming a 

counsellor has definite impacts upon cuunsellors and th& relationships. They felt that much of 

who they are is linked to what they do and they aiso provideci some insight into their process of 

change. Overalf, the changes they experienced wew regarded as lie enhancing despite bnnrds. 

The benefits participants spoke of included growing pasonally, having p a t e r  social and politid 

awareness, becorning more accepting, psychologidy minded, introspective, sdf-aware and 

responsible, and havïng greater self-esteem. They aiso changed their perceptions of people. 

Havuig met a diverse cross-section of people, they appreciated people's resiliency and theV a b i i  

to change. They dso saw an irnprovement in their own communication sküls and ability to be 

assertive, had clearer boundaries, and created and maintained . . more intunate mutuai fiendships. 

According to the participants, the most difficult aspects of -tic work were relateci 

to the intense nature of the work, the arpendihin of emotional mergy, feelings of powerlesmess, 

fluctuations in confidence, increased awareness of the more dangerous or negative aspects of the 

wodd, decreased spontaneity, fedllgs of isolation, and a sense of separateriess fiom others. 
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The methods pamciponts used to cope with these st redd circumst811ces a d  e&cts w a t  

diverse. Al1 of the counseiion acknowtedged haviag their own share of pasonal problems which 

they worked through via introspection, par support and pasonai therajy- Tbey felt that the 

experience of having and working through these issues not ody helped than develop personally 

but also made them better counseiiors- 
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m-1 

Introduction 

Through clinid training and p d c e ,  wunseliors b m e  fluent in theories of 

psychological processes and human relation dynamics in o r d a  to be able to facilitate change anci 

growth in the lives oftheir clients. Through tbis unique paspeaive, wunseUors can potentiaily 

apply this knowledge of humen arpaience and devdopment to themselves in order to work on 

their own growth and relationships. Conversely, cwnsclton may, consciously or ~1consci0~1y, 

choose to separate their prof&onai and personal lives, and fâil to incorporate their profesSonal 

knowledge into their personai Iives. In this shidy, 1 exploreci the impact of preparing to be a 

wunseilor and the practice of counsehg on the personal ddoprnen t  and intapenonai 

relationships of counsellors. 

Surprisingly, counseiiing professionais have paid rdatively üttle attention to how th& 

work affects theû personai lives. An examination of the tesearch in this area reveals few early 

studies, the results of which are king disputed by the more recent work. M e  the body of 

literature is growing in this area, it has methodologid problaiu, contradictions and limitations, 

making it sometimes difticult to interpret and derstand the results. 

Aithough this chapter is divided into disaete sections addressing becoming a wunsellor, 

personal impact, and interpersonal impact, these distinctions are somewhat artificial, due to the 

dynamic nature of the change proasS. Malang pasonal changes by learnùig, applying, and 

integrating knowtedge is an interactive process, which meka it difEicult to diffaentate where one 

part of the process begins, and ends, and to id- the influenchg fàctors. 

In the &st portion of this chapta, 1 wiii examine various aspects of the proccar of 

becoming a counsellor, beg-g with the decision to enter the field. Training, fomiing a 
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professional identity, developïng wmpetmcy, and the practice of uxmpdüig wül aiso k 

discussed. 

In the second portion of this chspta, 1 will ddress the impact that the preparation for, 

and the practice of. counsehg has on personal dmlopmemt of the coutlsetlon. W a  this 

section catalysts for change will be adâressed, dong with the positive and negative effects of 

becoming a counseilor as they an outlined in the literature. 

The third sedon centers around how becoming a counseüor, and the resulting personai 

growth, affects the counsellor's interpersonal relationsbips. It includes the discussion of some 

signXcant catalysts for change, as well as the negative and positive effects on relationships found 

in the literature. 

Arguably, there are diimces between various belping professionals, such u cow~~eUors, 

ciinical psychologists, clinical social workers, and psychiatrists. To reflect the h t d s  academic 

mation, the te- 'wunKUor7 and 'counseliing' wiil k used inclusively to encompass aii of 

those professionals who are employed in the professon of talk-therapy. 

While it is recognized that both men and women are counseUors, singular famnine 

pronouns are used throughout this paper for the sake of brenty and simpaty, except whae 

direct quotes are used. 

Rdevance of the Study 

The practicai importance of the topic is threefofd. Fust, the personhood of the counseilor 

is increasingiy king recognizecl as important (Johns, 1997). It is generaiiy understood and 

accepteci that the persod qdties of the cameilor am more closeiy reiated to aiccess in 

counselling than tbe use of s p d c  techniques (W;rbl, Guy, & Kuhn Brown, 1993). The essential 

'tool' wunsdors use in clinid work is themsehrcs ( Guy & Kuhn Brown, 1992); their 
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personalities, philosophies and beliefk. Thaefore, it is important to ensure that the coullselior 

develops quatities wnsidered conducive to sucoessfui client outwmes. 

Second, it is becoming increasïngiy cku  tbat wunsehg &cds the co\u1seUor persoaatlyY 

There are both potentid benefits and üaôilities to providing counseliing (Guy & Kuhn Brown, 

1992). Frequently, the oniy acceptable reeson for personal growth is to "work on self ... in the 

service of work with clients" ( J o b  19%. p.26). Thaefore, whüe some may argue against the 

idea of purposefidly tryllig to achieve personal growth for personal benefit, there can be 'fige' 

benefits regardles of intent. However, it makes sense tbat proféssiods who an helping others 

gain knowledge, awareness, understanding, and acceptance should value the same thlngs for 

themselves. On the other hanci, poesie  hazards Jso relate to the practice of counselling, which 

can be detrimental to the wellbeng of cwnseIIors personally and professionally. Tbaefore, the 

process of change needs to be betta understood. "To aisure that private practitioners receive the 

maximum benefits possible, attention must be given to reducing the liabilities or hatards that 

occasionally accompany pnvate psychotherapeutic ptgcfice'' (Guy & Kuhn Brown, 1992 p. 33)- 

While Guy and Kuhn Brown were discussiag the impact on private practitioners, I klieve their 

analysis is applicable to other c0ullseUing contexts. 

The existence of potential benetits and hazards justi@ fUrtha research in this a r a  to 

protect the personhood or q d t y  of life of the coullselior, as weU as to protect the tool and 

inte& of the psychotherapeutic relationship, and thus the quality of service. 

'ïhird, it is important to accurate@ understand and portray an up to date image of the 

profession based on strong research methodology, due to the deveiopment of consuxnerisrn in the 

field. While there are several myths and staeotypes perpetuated regardhg the practice of 

counselling and counseUors themselves, there is üttîe coaaete evidaioe to support them. Two 
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dangerous and commonly Md niyths of counsellors which need to be dispefled are of the 

wounded heaier, and the guru. The w d e d  M e r  is tbe pason who, both because of anci 

despite unresolved persad problems, is capable of king a guide to o h  in the herling process. 

The guru is the paragon of adj- "devoid of paronai problems and capable of fostering 

mental hedth by both teaching and demoiutratingn (Mahoney, 1997, p. 3). These stereotypes 

oversimplify what it means to be a counsellor, and are daagaousfy inaccwate standards for 

professionals to follow and for clients to expest. If ~0~1l~e1Iors are set upon a pedestal, they are 

bound to fd off when they do not meet the expeztations of clients or themselves. A more 

accurate picture of counsellors, fiom my experïence, is that they are imperfect, fdlible people, 

who expexience stressors ancl have personal difficulties, who are also knowledgeable about human 

growth processes, and are skilled in heIping people resolve their problems. 

While there has been a substantiai amount of research examinhg the impact psychotherapy 

and counseIling has on the client, there has been lirnited systematic investigation of how this 

process affects the counsellor. This is ironic for a profession which has self-scmtiny as its 

wmerstone. Farber (1983) cites thne major reasons the impact on the couwilor of practicing 

counseiiing has been ignored. He blames defensive attitudes of profdondg models traditionally 

focusing on the client, and methodological diflticulties for its exclusion fiom study. When the 

effects on the counsellor are addreseed, they are ofien ernbedded withh the hazards or perüs of 

performing counselling (Su- 1995; McElnesh & McEIfiesh, 1998; Freudenberga, 1983). 

As a result, the possible changes are fhquently fhmed in a negative light, or as a waming of 

pitfds to avoid, rather than as positives or even non-judgmntal staternents of fact. This may not 

be surprishg as it reflects a profession of people who tbinlr in tamr of seeiog humin khaviout in 

degrees of dysfùnction or pPthology. 
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Since Fraid (1937) hrsi pointed out the pot- dangers of conducting psychoanaiysis, 

very little -ch was donc in this area untii the late 19609. Since the 1970s mort people have 

taken an interest in thïs topic rnr (Freudeaberger, 1979; P m  1972). There is a sucprisingiy 

large amount of personal o b m t i o n ,  speailation, generalization, cl in id  data, and personal 

impression witbh the literature. For the studies whkh did use research designs, I believe, there 

are problems including small subject numbers. issues with subject selection and poor 

methodology. 

While such historical data is often a benchmark on which to builâ, in this case it may be 

more useflll as a baseiine fiom which to compare how much the professon has changed. Some of 

the results fiom older studies, while acacrate for their time, may be JO dated that they no longer 

refiect practitioners today. Psychotherapeutic education and practice reflects the society whose 

demands it seeks to meet. Today's society is very diserat h m  that of thirty years ago, and 

aflFects its citizens differatiy. The profesSon and its pmctitioners have changed with the rest of 

Society. Duriog the relatively short life of the field there has been a burgeoning and bnioching off 

of knowledge, theory, technology, philosophy. areas of inter* techniques, values, problems, and 

solutions. As a result of these deveiopments, counseilors of today train, practice, and live 

differently. Like other accounts of human experience, sorne of this body of literature may be 

helpful in understanding the experience of today's cousellors, and some may be better used as 

historical reference. ln reading the litartpire. I observed that over the last 15 years there has been 

increasing interest in the impact counseing has on the couasdlor u a person, and her relations 

with others. This more recent body of üterature acbiowledges the importance of these issues and 

reflects inaeased methodoJogical rigor. However, it is stül lacking for several important reasons. 

Although the researcb hs been increashg, it reniains somewhat su@cial, Ui that it is not 
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comprehensive, and ofien only itemizes the resuhs (Farber, 1983; Maboney & Fernandez-Alvarez 

1998; Brody & Farber, 1989). In addition, the effécts tbemsehres are frequently explaineci using 

jargon, and when no definition for the t a m  is provided it is cüflicuit to  undastand and interpret 

the results in a meaningful way. Readers are left to iafa what phenornenon is king referred to 

when tems such as self-awareness, seKunderstanding, seif-knowledge and insight into the s e l f  

appear to be used interchanpably. Therefore, when reading the iiterature, it is diffidt to  

compare the results of different studies and find trends. Researchers may be using the same terms 

in a similar way. However, they may be ushg the sazne term to refer to  a M a a t  phenornenon. 

This problem also raises issues of validity wben jargon U used since subjects' personal dennitions 

may d z e r  âom those of the researchers. T h d r e ,  subjects may use a word to refis to a 

different concept than the researcha intended. Part of the purpose of this study is to c l a r e  these 

issues, by going beyond the jargon, and hding out what these t e m  mean to people. This is 

important to clarif?y in orda to genuinely understand their experimces. Depth and description 

need to  be added to create a fUer, more complete understanding of the impact of becorning a 

counsellor. 

Review of the Litenture 

Journey to Bceoming a Counstllor 

The term 'becoming' was selected for severai reasons. It reflects the ongoing and dynamic 

nature of gaining new hiowledge a d  contindy reassessing or improving the way it is useâ. 

Essentially, as a coundor,  there is Ways room for growth: even the most fmous pnditioners, 

such as Freud and Rogers, did aot perféd th& practice and oontinued to change the'u theories 

and styles throughout thar lifetinies. For many, the idea of mt mastering their profdon is 

unsettling. However, it cm dso be seen as an opportunty for continued improvement ~d room 
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for growth. For many, this evoiving pmcau bcgins in tmbhg when prospective wunseiiors are 

trying to understand new infomirton, gaining mw slàus, a d  e e n t i n g  with how to use 

them. This transformation is intended to continue duhg the years o f p d c e  through innovations 

in the field and personal growîh. 

Ta-therapy is arguably an art that is never mastered- There are as many solutions as 

there are problems. In the 19801s, 250 different types oftherapies were available to clients (Zur, 

1994). This reflects the fact that there is more than one helpfbl approach, and that there are 

always new theories to leam, new techniques to try, and new dcveloprnents in the t d  i t d  the 

counseilor. Counsellors are ahvays evolMn& as they modify th& views, techniques, and 

t hemselves. 

In addition, entering and king sociaüzed in any proféssion ha9 a profound impact on the 

continued growth of an individual. This may k more tme for counseliors, who enter a Iüélong 

process of learning to understand human deveiopmit, and to assia 0th- in theu growth or 

healùig process. Somewhere dong the path to becorning a coumeIlor, a pason b e g h  to take on 

the identity of the profcsJonai, and begins to fed thai she 'is' a counsellor. This happens for 

different people at difEerent points in their profdonal dwelopment- 

Fonnina a Professional Identity 

Though there is a great d d  of conjecture as to which cMdhood conditions generate 

potential couflse11ors, a shidy of 4300 psychotherapists fouad that no single factor can account for 

choosing to enter a career in mental hdth (Henry, Sims & Spray, 1971). BegUliiing with the 

f d y  of origin and developmental experiences, thae are many possible motivations for entering 

the counselling profwion While teaching psychiatrie teSidents, Ford (1%3) collected 

impressions and data on crucial factors wntniting to the adoption of a thefapeutic role and 
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identity. Ford felt identification and devdopmcntai confücts in chiidhocd ertpaiences a d  

adolescent exploration and resolving of these conflicts set the stage for the desire to enter into a 

taking therapy profession. One popular hypothesis is that people who are ataaded to the field of 

mental health generally have a predsposition toward psychological-mindedness (Henry, 1% 

Farber, 1985). Psychologicai-mindedness, discussed in more detaii later, is a trait wbich allows 

one-to "refiect upon the me;iiiing and motivation of behaviour, thoughts, and feelings in oneself 

and others" (Farber' 1985. p. 170). Childbood psychological-mindedness faditates prrparedness 

to enter the wunseiiing professon, which is rei&orced by practice, and eventually becornes a 

fiamework for undefsfanding and responding to personal experience (Farber' 1985). Once an 

individual has cho~en and begins to go down the path of becoming a coullse~~or, her history, 

personality and ongoing experïenas wül shape how she practices. 

In counselling, as  in other professons. the strong conneaion between the work a person 

does, her identity and actions wtside of worlq and the reciprocal relationslip between developing 

personal and professonai experience is weîi acknowfedged (Johns, 1997: Brody & Farber, 1989). 

While practicing, the Unmediate pasonai life of the counseilor can potentially affed the 

fimctionuig of the counsellor professiondy, and vice versa. 

Developina Com~etencv 

Part of establishing a professional identity is developing a confidence in one's abüity to 

practice competently. There are several components of competency. Wh& (1997) d d a . 1  

cornpetence as the result of being a reflective practitioner, which leid< to action informed by 

judgement and skill. 

Competency as a professional pfactitioner encompasses a complex mix of theoretical 

knowledge, advanced drills, pmctical experience, confidence in paformance, abiity to 
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manage unpredictable, mcxpected a d  hitbaio unenumteted events ushg proôlem- 

solving experience, al1 of which kad to an acceptable or positive outcome for those using 

the service provided (Wheekr, 1997, p. 12 1). 

Wheeler (1997) developed a d e i  of what is needed to create a competent wunsellor. 

The first part of the fram aicomprsses the ~0~1[1~ellor's sense of self To fecl competent as a 

professional, the counsellor must fint have a personal presentation which is ernotiody stable, 

and have a secure grasp on h a  own identity, which Ulptils in clients a perception that theù 

counsellor is confident that she can be helpfùl. Selfipresecvation (maintaining one's integrity) and 

professional backup are ais0 essential to maintaining a sense of cornpetence- Second, while 

remaining self-aware, cocounseilors need to be able to k centred upon the needs of o h .  Third, it 

is essential that counsdors are able to b*ld strong working relationships and therapeutic diances 

based on genuineness, resped and empathy. Fourth, counseUors need to be clear about a 

therapeutic frame which wili provide a paradigm to facilitate change based on a certain 

understanding of human growth processesocesses Fi& counsellon need to be aware of the larger 

environmental context, or social realities, within which they are working. 

How professionais begin to idaitify thansehres as wrnpetent pmctitioners depends on 

thei. own assessrnent of themselves, as weli as extemai validation- A recognizable symbol of 

cornpetence is aitainable in the fonn of a university degree. Another is accreditation, and the use 

of a professional designation, regdateci by a governing professional body, which sets a standard 

of cornpetence through varias quaiiücations a d o r  requhements. Positive feedback fiom clients 

regardhg a counsellor's intervention, dong with positive client outcomes provides evidence 

confirming that she is succcssnil. Similady, feedback fiom duncai supavisors can substantjate a 

course of action and thereby increase the counseilor's confidence. R e f i s  fiom colleagues and 
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clients provide an inâirect endonamrit of the couiudlofs skiil a d  up&*ty- AU of these 

validate the counseiior's competency. 

Preparation to be a Counsellor 

People prepare to becorne counsellors through the acquisition of knowledge and sloUs in 

educational programs. This process is also a catalyst for personel change. To achieve a sense of 

wmpetency it is essential to go through a comprebensivc tninag program which uidudes theory, 

practice, personal growth, and supervision. Ford (1963) cites leaming academic thmries, seeing 

clinical clients, receiving penrod counselling, teaching, and supavising others, as integral parts in 

the development oftiilfilling the role, and t a h g  on the identity, of a counsellor. 

Training for mentai beaith profesSonais includes both f o n d  and informai elements. As 

describeci eariier, it can be (and arguably sbwld be) ongoing, and continues to affect counsellors 

as long as they are open to developing professionally and pasonally. Most cou~~seUors have gone 

through a forma1 training program to aîtain the cornpetence and credentials necessary to practice. 

Typicaiiy this training is in graduate and post graduate prognms in a variety of fields such as 

social work, educational psychology, cihical psychology, and psychiatry. During this time 

students c m  be expected to gain in-depth icnowledge of several theones of human development 

and behavior, as weil as counseihg techniques and p d c d  experience- 

The overarching goel of ~unsellor education is to help counsellors develop M s  and 

howledge, and edvance ~ ~ ~ l ~ e l i o r s '  personal and interpersonal ability so that t h y  are able to 

create and maintain tbe client - counsdlor relationship. Johns (19%) de~ccl'bes c01111sehg 

training as involvïng botb a ta& of paining competency as a counseUor, and a p~oces~ of pe?sonal 

learning. To be aa effedve practitioner it is neassary to be able to paceive othen c l d y ,  bave 

insights into pattems of behavior, be able to express onesex effectiveiy, and respond to people in 
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a range of ways. In attempting to mastu thas î d c s  it is Jmost inevitable, but at times not 

eqected, that this w d l  trigger sigdicant cbanges in ba and in the way she relates to others. 

Metbods fscilitating pasonal development such as f d  activities, individual 

exploration, supervision, and receiving Wdual  c0~11seUing can k smoothiy integrated into 

Paining prograrns (Johns, 19%). The conimon objective of foased actjvitiies. which can be dont 

îndividually and in groups, is to f a s  thoughts a d  feelings on processing new techniques and 

ideas. SUnilariy, individual exploration and refiection lends personai meaning to the implications 

and practice of aspects of the course, such as skills, theories, and work with clients. To 

complement exercises and individual work, feedback fiom supavisors is an opportunity to 

explore interpersonal issues triggered by clients and i d e  sensitive abjects, vulnerabilities and 

blind spots. The assessrnent and corrective work of supavision is intded to becorne intemaked 

so that the counsellor develops the abiity to automatidy monitor herseV(Johns, 1996). Finaiiy, 

becorning a client allows a foaised time for the purpose of seifworL. 

D u ~ g  training the counselîor will find herseifimrnersed in a world geared to 

psychological understanding. While, as mi& be expected, psychological-mindedness is intensifid 

by years of professional SociWoa (Farber, 1985). exirtiiig tendencies toward psycho10gicai- 

mindedness ampw markedly during in-depth program of education. A trainee many diiaent 

experiences. She has contact with clients, debriefs deagues, reseives supervision, takes courses 

and workshopq r d s ,  socializes with fiends in the proftssion, and has fiends ashg for advice. 

AU of these experiences rei&orce psycbo10gical-minddaess. 

The amount of empbasis placed on &gn,wth of trimes varies amongst prollraav, 

(Johns, 19%). While in some programs tbis idea is embraced, in others its importance is 

sometimes neglected and somewtiat abgnct. Johns argues that dong with the developmemt of 
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knowledge and slolls, pasonal deveiopment is the mart essentlll element of cauuelling a d  

"should be purposeft1, integrated, anci at the hart of tbe 1- jouniy to becorne a ~ ~ ~ l l ~ e l l o r "  

@. XI). This argument is based on the idea that who is doing the cwnselliling is more important to 

success than the techniques that are used (Johns, 19%; Guy, 1987). 

Self-work is needed for s e v d  rrssons relating to both prof&onal and personal success. 

Professional success depends on d o r s  not lethg personal issues Uiterfere with the client's 

process, and not atternpting to get th& own nads  met through the thenpeutic relationship. This 

requires that the professional be able to fecognize h a  emotions and needs, give clarity to personal 

values, challenge her assumptions, and identify rireas that need hprovement. To aisure this, 

ethical standards relative to profeJsona1 a!Eiiation provide rules and guidelines for the 

appropriateness of counseîlor's feelings uid actions 8ccording to the profdonal role and its 

bits. 

While there are s e v d  elements fiindamental to counselîing training, there are some 

variations accordiig to orientation- Orientations are distinguished by dserences in theory, 

philosophy and values, and each one will impact traylees dinaatly. Esch orientation provides a 

potentid fiamework for relating to the etioloey and treaûnent of human problems. However, 

practitioners of difEerent orientations can work very simiiuly, and those of the Jame orientation 

can work very dinerently (Guy, 1987). Psychodynamic and pason centered theories offer oome of 

the most innuential concepts currently used to understand the impact counselling has on 

professionais. 

Much of the canent -ch d g  the impact of counseuing is reflective of 

psychcxiynamic theory- The am thenpaitn process Urvolved is 1i.asféren~e dynamic~, offen 

referred to as an 'as if' relationship. Tbis 'as if' relationship is bas& on "dowing the client 
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through his relationship with the d o r  to reiïve, explore and reworlr signifiant rdationships 

h m  her past" (Johns, 1996). To achieve thiq tbe counsdlor's mle is to provide timeiy 

interpretations of transfereace responsesllSeS In addition, she m u t  undastand and use h a  own 

countertransfereeace reactionsIIS The therapeutic relationship is mahtained by well defined 

boundaries and authonty. A mandatory part of the training proces, and the main source of 

personal development for psychocfynamically oriented tniaees, is to undergo th& own individual 

wunselling. The steremtypical image of an dooc distant, expert analyst is taken m o d y  ikom the 

psychodynamic therapist. But within this oneatation there is increasing recognition of the 

importance of real relationsbip. Psychological mindedness is most closely associated with 

psychodyMmic theoly. "CT]be infiumce of psychodynamic theory has waned wnsiderably in 

terms of treatment options but har nevertheless remained a powerfirl t o d  fkequently used by 

therapists to understand t h e d v e s  and their patients" (Farba & Golden, 1997, p. 216). Some 

feel that the client centred approach of Rogas was not sufncientiy attentive to the underlying 

processes or causes of a client's problem (Johns, 19%). 

Person centrd counselling entrils "a highly concentrated and cornmitteci process in which 

one individual puts al1 h a  resources, including herselfwithin ethical limits, at the s e ~ c e  of 

another who is seeking belp" (Johns, 1996, p. 33). Client cenfied counselling values the creation 

of a r d  relationship, respect for individual a<paiaice, pasonal responsibiity and empowerment, 

and belief in the client's c a p d y  for sdfawareness, undastanding and ûcceptance. To faaltaîe 

this, the role of the counsellor is to provide the optimum conditions for growth, characterized by 

the core conditions, descri'bed by Rogers (1 % 1) as g e a h n e ~ ,  u~~conditional positive regard, 

and empatbic understadhg. Thedore, training places a strong emphasis on eXaminiiig the 

wunsellors's attitudes, pbilosopby, quaIities, and beliefs. Rather than attempthg to remain 
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detached, there is a strong ïnvestment of the COUIlSeSlor's and in becuiniag involveci in the 

client's story. Professionai and personai developnent are cl- relased, and are achieved 

somewhat reciprocally- Persona1 development is sought, first, by identif'ying personal needs aad 

obstacles to selfa~ceptance~ Second, personal theoria of human nature and growth are made 

explicit and challengeci- Thir& expandexi knowledge of human experiences is encourageci to 

increase acceptance of diver~l*ty and heighten empatbic responses. Fourth, and most irnportantiy, 

trainees shodd consistently be stiiving to reelUe how to be gemine and open, not just wÏth clients 

but dso in their personal üves and relationships. There is a step back fiom the explicit role of 

counsellor-as-expert, and instead the coullseilor s h d d  "lem to Wear her expertise as an invisible 

garment" (Mearns & Thorne, 1988). 

Continuing the process ofgrowth throughout pradice is equally imporiant. The pausuit of 

personal development can take many forms, Uicluding further dinical training, personal 

counselling, recreatiod and cuitund leaming activities, seIf-awareness in the maintenance of 

personal relationships, and reflective clinical practice (Johns, 1996). "There should be the 

potential in counseilors and psychotherapists who continue to work to develop [sic] the c m  

qualities of empathy, acceptance, and above aii geauineness. They are pahaps more Wtely to 

sustain high quality relationships, [ad] be of positive sisnificance in others' livesn (Johns, 1997, 

p. 39). 

Impact of Training and Pmctict on Personal Lives 

Although becoming a oouascilor d a s  not guarantee personal dewlopment, it does 

consistently offa the opportun@ for it (Guy & Kuhn Brown, 1992). The mjority of coullstlion 

have reflected on how th& work a i s  than. When 155 practitioners were questioned on a seE= 

report rating sale aôout how much tâought thcy had @en to how psychotherapy M affecteci 
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them, 88% surveyed said tby 'occasionaliy' thought rbwt it, rad 52h survyed reported giving 

it 'much thought' (total is more than 1ûû% due to multiple rcspoase questions) (Farber, 1993). In 

Mahoney's examination ofhow the practice of counselling hd af&ctted peoples [ives, 89.h of 

subjects idenGeci king aîlikcted in a VSICiety ofways, wting positive changes in themselves which 

they attributed to providmg coullselling. Farber (1983) f m d  that counseIIors felt th* the 

personal changes they experienced were multidetennioed and ranked thaa as 'somewhat' 

attnbutable to practicing p~ychotherapy~ 

Mahoney (1997) f d  that the effkcts of ciinicai work increased with years of m e n c e .  

Further, 75% felt that their work with cüents had accelerated their own psychoIogicai growth. 

The need for wuseUors to repeatedly engage in an empathic way with dents has 

consequences for the psychologid processes of the counselior- As McEIfiesh & McEIfiesh 

(1998) note: 

attending to the pain and dering ofothas, bearing witness to and even engaging in 

another's stniggie for greater personal power, and accompanying another dong the edge 

between death and Me has the powerhî effkct of challenging and supporthg the 

therapist's unconscious mental, exnotional, and psychic processes. (p. 236). 

Catalysts for Personal Change 

The training and practice of counseiiing provida a set of theones, knowiedge, and ways 

of beuig, which inhience the formation of a set of congruent values and philosophies. As a result, 

a paradigm is created wbich shapes not only how the practitioner interacts with ciients, but al= 

potentidy & i s  her very personally and permeates ha interactions in the outside worid. The 

h e  between who-you-are and wbat-youdo becornes very fine. "Tbe cmeer of a menM M t h  

professional. .. is a cornmitman to lifatyie, as wd as an investment in a iine of work" (Heary, 
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1966, p.54). 

W~tnessing clients' chauge processes may inspin COUIlSellof~ to d e  changes in theü own 

lives. While practicing, u m n d o r s  work with ciients who have overwme a certain problem, 

perceive an issue dinerently, and have gaineci insight into different feelings which have not beai 

accessible to the counsdlor (Bugenthal, 1964). They work with clients through theV problems, 

and l e m  fiom their processes. Expotsure to a variety of client issues can b ~ g  forth or acqentute 

areas of personal need. Also, Seemg clients work on their problems, or not wodc on th& 

problems, can also be a great source of motivation for counsellors to make changes in th& own 

lives. 

Counseiiors also report that contact with clients exposes them to a wide range of human 

perspectives and circumstances (Guy & Kuhn Brown, 1992). The increased respect for individual 

differences counsellors report may be due to the multitude of world views and expaiences clients 

bring to sessions. The mitigating factors for this OCCUtTUIg may be king opai to differences 

among people, and beïing nonjudgrnental. By intemaking the guidance, encouragement and help 

that they offer their clients, counsellors are able to progress towards a more wmplete sense of 

themselves (Guy & Kuhn Brown, 1992). 

"~]sychotherapists may be unusuaiiy good specimens of psychologicai development. 

Because of th* emotional involvernent and professonal nsponsi'b'ilities in so many lives over the 

couse of their careers, therapists m y  atperience sigainant amplincations and accelerations in 

their own development" (Mahoney & Feraandez-kez, 1998, p. 9). Understanding dw process 

could impart "important Uisight into basic processes of human adaptation and development ... by 

studying emotionally amplitied rnd accelerated üves of thaapists, wc may hop to improve our 

understanding of  the very principles and proceses that lie at the heart of thek work" (Mahonqt & 
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Fernandez-Alvarez, 1998, p_ 10). 

Ford was a~nvinced that the developing psycbotherapist acquirrs lpge portions ofhis 

own personal identity and seif'ncept coUatedy with bis acquisition of profdonal  a d  

therapeutic role and identitf (1963, p. 476). He f d  that the msition of therapeutic csp.eisr 

also facilitatecl the expansion of personal idenfity. 

Several studies have found that counseiling has a positive impact on the lives of 

practitioners (Farber, 1983; ûoldberg, 1992; Mahoney, 1997). Faiba (1983) used a self-rating 

sale and i n t e ~ e w s  to study ~ ~ ~ t l ~ e l i o r s '  perceptions of personality changes since beginning 

practice. He found that for ail the personai changes that were aoted, the most substantial were ail 

in a positive direction. Furtha. he found that psychologid iatemships and residencies can r d t  

in severai changes hcluding those of  a general salutary nature, professional development, 

increased insight, and more mature social relationships. Farber ais0 found that being in the role of 

the counseUor bas three nujor consequaices: 60.4% f0;Und that the role was pervasive, resulting 

in counsellors becoming more psychologicrrlly-rninded, 58.5% felt the work t h y  did brou@ up 

personal issues and encouraged fiirther introspection, and 20.8% felt that th& self-esteem and 

self-confidence were enhanced. Subjects feh that they had ôewme more se~assufed, assertive, 

self-reliant, introspective, disdosing, refldve, a d  spontamous as a result of conducting 

psychotherapy. 

The research illustrates muiy positive effects of counselling work. Howtva. not 911 people 

report these benefits. Counsellors face a great number of stressors which can have a e e  

impact on them. Mhhoney (1997) found that 51% ofcounseflor~ cited feeling th& work was tao 

consuming, leaving littk thne for f e ,  and 4% felt it was too paMsive o v d .  
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Changes in Self 

In Mahoney's (1997) m o n  of how the pfacfice of counsehg bad fl'ected people's 

Lives, 8% reporteci greater self-.waeness, and i n a d  tol-ce for arnbiguity. He also found 

counsdors reporteci king M e r  people with iacreased sdf-awareness and wisdom. Furthemore, 

34.5% of the sampte felt practicing had substantially cbanged their views of people. Fifty-six 

percent a h  felt that tky more greatly appreciated human diversity, allowhg a deeper 

understanding of universal vulnefabiiities and difncuities. Mahoney & Femandez-Alvarez (1 998) 

found that approxïmately 83% of subjects descri'bed themselves as happy, 89% as healthy, 87% 

liked themselves, and 94% Iiked their work Henry (1966) also found a "systematjc It'beralusn * .  

g of 

values" (p.5 1) arnong clinical psychology tr-. 

Pearlman (1972) had 30 cl inid psychology and psychiatry residents pafonn a Q-sort of 

100 self statements related to self and ideal-self congruence at the beginning of their training and 

again nine months later. A t-test for the cornparison of matched pairs for these time periods 

showed an increase in seif/ ideal-self congruence, affinning Pearlman's hypohesis that it was 

attributable to changes in the selfancept, rather than the ideal seIfkoncegt, ükistrakg that the 

seifwas becoming more like the ideal. 

Develooment of Psvcholo~cal Mindednesg 

One of the major impacts of becorning a coumeIIor and ushg anaiyticai skills is the 

development of psychological-mindedness. It is 1 ltind of awareness informeci by the knowledge 

of psychologid processes. As meationed earlier @. 8). the tenn psych01ogical-rnindedness is 

used to describe a trait which allows people to make connections and "which has at its con the 

disposition to refîect upon the meaning and motivation of behavior, thoughts, and feelings in 

oneself and others" (Farber, 1985, p. 1 70). and the ôeîief that awareness can be expanded. Otba 
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terms have been used to d e r  to the same concept such as incraception, dGawareness, iasigbt. 

introspection, and empathy. Attention is aimed at awareness of internai proassa  fkilitating the 

expenencing and expression of motions. Psychologicai-mindedness is '9he mechankm by wbich 

the subtlety and nuances of Me are understocxi and appreciatedw (Farber & Golden, 1997, p.212). 

As a result, people's behavior is not seen as isolated single incidents. but is recogabd, 

and responded to, as a part of patterns which reflex% traits and motives. It d e s  people to not 

blhdly trust the apparent and to "distinguish between surfàce appearances and the deeper r d t y "  

(Farber, 1985, p. 172). Psychological-mindedness operates as a unique cognitive style, highly 

esteemed by the psychological community (Farber 1983, 1985). 'Tt is seen as facilitating insight 

into oneself and others, as improviq the quaiity ancl m e r i n g  satisfaction of psychothaaptic 

work" (Farber & Golden, 1997, p.2 18). 

Farber (1985) difkentiated between two types of psychological mindedness. The first, 

apperceptive or experiential knowledge, grows directiy out of an immediate experience and one's 

emotional reactions to it (Farber. 1985). It is being "in touch witb one's inner experience and 

perceiving and sharing anotha's feelings" (Farber, 1985, p. 174). This knowledge gïves a pason 

empathy; the abiiity to understand the emotion communicated hplicitly by otbers. It is exhibited 

through sensitivity to psychological and relationai dynamics and the ability to use one's own 

emotions to understand and help other people. 

Farber (1989) found that wmpared to those with low psydiological-mindedness scores, 

those who scored high do0 had signifïcantly higher scores for measures of overt emotional 

expressiveness, as well as sigdicantly higher nonverbai scores of emotiod expressiveness. A 

high degree of emotions cxperienced is congruent with the theory of apperceptive psychological 

mindedness (Farber, 1 989). 
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The second, Uitellecîual, type of psychological-mùidedness is a more linear and logic 

oriented activity. It is gained through hypothesis testing, making diagnoses, and undastanding 

clients through well defïned psychological constructs (Farber, 1985). It is the cognitive 

understanding of psychological matters, but lacks a feding component. It is the biowledge 

'about' psychological matters rather than knowledge 'of such matters. Literature, and some 

popular references to the profession, tend to dichotomize representations of wunseilors' 

presentations. The exclusive use of intellectual psychological-mindedness embodks the caricature 

of the aloof, distant, overly analytic counseUor. Altematively, highly apperceptive wunsellors are 

personifïed by excessively emotional and sentimental characters. 

Both types  are equally important and are necessary for c h i d  work to be effective. Farber 

(1985) points out that the intellectml mode of thinking is often more emphasired in training 

programs, resulting in technically correct counseUors who also have diiculty expressing feelings 

and being spontaneous. With the focus on intelledual developrnent, the experiential dimension is 

left to grow independently, outside of professional recognition and nourishment. Therefore, 

counsellors run the risk of being more Likely to depend on using intellectual psychological- 

rnindedness (Farber, 1985). 1 believe a balanced combination of the two is valuable for both 

establishg a therapeutic relationship and guiding treatment plans. 

Satisfaction 

Mahoney & Femandez-Alvarez (1998) found high degrees of professional and personal 

satisfaction. In Farber's 1990 study, counsellors were most satisfied by the elements of practice 

which promoted growth in their clients, and also allowed them to grow, leam, and develop their 

skills. in "an age where an increasing number of workers experience t h e i  work as olienating, 

therapeutic work apparently still offers the opportu~ty for personal afknation and self- 
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fblfülment" parber and He%* 198 1, p- 628)- 

S tressors and Hazards 

CounseUors fsce a number of stressors which have the potemtial to affect not only the 

quality of their work, but also them penonaliy. Farber and Heifetz (198 1) found that the most 

comonIy experienced therapeutic stressors were deaiing with the depletion counseflon 

experienced personaiiy, coping with pressures of creating and mUotUoing a suceessnil therapeutic 

relationship, and stniggling with difaailt worlong conditions. The most stressful patient 

behaviours were identifiecl as the overt pathologies such as delusions, overt suicida1 thoughts eod 

behaviours, and resistance to treatment. In Farba's 1990 study, most of the participants citeâ a 

Yack of therapeutic success' as the most stressful elernent of therapeutic work. 

Mahoney (1997) inquked h o  the pasonal problems o f ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ e I I o r s  using a seKreport 

questionnaire, completed by 155 practitioners. He found that the most cornmon problems cited 

were issues of emotional exhaustion and imtability, concems about casdoad and effectiveness of 

treatment, sleep, fatigue and dficulties in intimate relationships, dong with anxiety and 

depression The extent of these probfems varied. The most commonly cited problem, emotiond 

exhaustion, was expressed by less than half of the respondents. A third aiso had episodes of 

anxiety or depression. 

In 1998, Mahoney & Fernandez-Alvarez found a similar cluster of iife span problems in 

the ~e~reports  of South American counseIIors. The main problems cited were financial concems, 

foUowed by b e t y ,  physid exhaustion, and f d y  problems. However, only 25% felt that these 

problems negatively affeded the quality of the service thy wae able to provide. niough 4.6% 

were embarrassed to admit to  struggiing with jxxsoaal problenq a full 40.6% felt that dealing 

with these problems had humbled them. 
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As âiscussed d e r ,  though psychologicai-aiindedness is an estecmed @ty it aiso bas 

some detrimental effects. Dangers exist in being ovedy -e when it is at the apnse of 

cognitive objectivity. This involves the threat of overexperiencing emotions without the use of 

defense mechanisms to control the flow of motion. Couasellors in training are especially 

d e r a b l e  to overidentifjing with clients' diiculties, and as a resuit they may begln to doubt their 

own psychologhi strength. 

Psychologicd-rnindedness c m  aisa lud to "an overemphasis on examination of the 

motivations of themselves d others. .. and codd result in a Ioss of spontaneity" (Farber, 1983, p. 

179). Farber also recognized its potential to interfère with emotiod expressiveness, and resuit in 

feelings of detachment. 

Farber's 1989 results indicated that high levels of psychological-mindedness correlate with 

low levels of self-esteem. The inclination to doubt the surfâce appearances and find bidden 

meanhg in situations, dong with a decreased use of denial as a defmive mechanism, resuits in 

personal weaknesses being more apparent, which lower selflseem ('Farber, 1989). 

Psychological-mùidedness has dso been attributed to malring people feel too much (Farber & 

Golden, 1997), exaggerating uiy disptKs between conceptuakations of the ideal self and the 

real seE (Farber, 1989). 

In addition to daily stressors, and negative repercussions related to coullse11hg work, 

wunseilors who work with clients around traumatic experiences are more hkely to expaiaia 

secondary or vidous traumatization Viarious traumatization can be defineci as "the 

transformation of the therapist's or belper's inner experience as a resuit ofempathic engagement 

with survivor clients and their tr~umr material" ( S a a h b c  & P m  1996, p.25). COWW~~O~S 

who engage empathically with traurnatized clients are d e  vulmnble to the hallrmuks of 
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traumatic stress: inteme f-gs, prof- disrupted beliefj. and 10s. This work changes 

counsellors as it "assaults [their] sdf-protcaive bdicfs about safkty, control, predictabiiity, a d  

protection" (Saakvitne & Peahan, 19%. p. 26). The spcific impact is determineci by the 

interaction of situational work variables and quaüties of the person of the helper. 

Vicarious traumathtion afEécts c o u d o r s  in the same ways, ehhough to a lesser degree7 

as it does survivors. Saakvitne & Pearlman (19%) use wnstructivist sdf-development theory 

(CSDT) to undastand the impact of Mcariws traumatization. CSDT explains that the impact of 

traumatic events occurs in the mntext of seIfdevelopmentt, within a larger fiame of eariy 

experiences and environmental wntext. It emphasiis that ' symptoms' are adaptations to events* 

which are actively constructecl to find meaning in events. 

According to CSDT, the components of  selfwhich are affectecl by vicarious 

traumatization are: fiame of refaence, selfcspacities, ego responses. psychological needs and 

cognitive schemas, and memory and perception. Signs of vicarious traumatization will be evident 

in these areas. Trauma workers may find themselves eXpenenculg any number of possiie effects. 

These hclude: feeling disconnected fiom their sense of identity; changing their fiindamental beliefs 

about the world and spirituaüty; behg unable to maintain a sense of inner balance; feeling despair 

and aloneness; making poor decisions due to wmpromised resources; changing beliefk about basic 

needs, including feeüng a lack of trust of self and o h ;  and feding a los ,  or  giving up, of 

control. In addition, symptoms which &or those of PTSD such as intmsive imagery, 

nightmares, withdrawal. motional flooding and numb'mg are also cornmon. When these changes 

are expenenced as severe, pewasbe and unchanging, they can impair profdonal  and pasonad 

fùnctioning. As a result the counseiior may repuire leave Aom professional duties. 

Another possible hazard resulting fiom the cumulative impact of counsefig stressors is 
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burnwt. Maslach defines burnout as "a syndrome of physicai ancl emotional exhaustion, imrolving 

the development of a negative seIf-concept, negative job attitudes, and a loss of concem and 

feeling for clients" (MasIach, in Farber and H e i f e  1992, p.47). Common symptoms of burnout 

include feeling physically and a w t i o d y  depleted, eXpenencing greater degrees of d e t y ,  

sadness, and/ or irritability, and holdimg negative attitudes about self, others, and work. There is 

also the possibility of psychosomatic symptoms, substance abuse, and increased familial and social 

conflict varber, 1990). F a r k  and Heifetz (1982) stuclied what causes buniout using 60 in-depth 

interviews with counsellors. When counsellon perceive thei efforts to be inconsequential, they 

are prone to becoming bumed out. The syndrome of bumout was most commonly cited as 

resulting fiom the responsibii, givi.118, and nonreciprocated attentiveness dictated by the 

therapeutic relationship. Contributing factors included ovenvork, general dficulty handling client 

issues, an erratic and slow pace yielding discouragement, generation of personal issues, passivity 

of the counseliing role, and isolation. 

While many counsellors experience wofk retated stress, those who are genuinely bumed 

out sufFer a signifiant impairment in their ability to peflonn their professionai role. The incidence 

of bumout arnong counsehg professiods is relatively low. Between 1.6% and 6% of 

counseUors are actuelly bumed out (Farber, 1990). This is in cornparison to 10 - 21% of school 

teachers parber, 1990). There were demographic differences distinguishing those who are Wely 

to experience bumout fiom those who are not. Hoeksma, Guy, Kuhn Brown, and Brady (1993) 

surveyed 201 APA psychologists. Though males and f d l e s  experienced relatively similar 

degrees of buniout, they also fiwnd that the olda subjects experienced bumout less then their 

younger wunterparts. Their e x p l d o n  for this differetlct w u  that as counseUors age, and gain 

experience, they becorne mon confident in th& abiiities thaeby bolstallig their sense of personal 
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accomplishment. Farber notes that younger, t yp idy  inexperienced counseilors, are basically less 

prepared to handle the expected stressors ofthaipeutic work. He also found that professionaîs 

working in institutional settings are more at risk of bumuig out than private prsftioners. He 

attriïutes this ciifference to the fàct that those in institutions fe1 p a t e r  arnounts of stress 

stemming fiom larger and more dii3icult case loadq lack control over their practice, and are 

forced to deal with a host of administrative issues- Hoeksma et al. (1993) added that the more 

satisfaction counsellors felt participahg in leisure activities, the Iess they had feelings of being 

burned out. Thei. hypothesis was that enjoyable leisure activities guarded against bumout. 

While many continue to bold the belief that mental health professionals are especidy 

wlnerable to suicide, there is littie consensus as to the actual extent of the problem. The findings 

are contradictory and somewhat inconclusive, due to methodologicai problems largely linked to 

underreporting. While there are reports that psychiatrists' suicide rates reflect national averages 

(Ross, 1973), others put the rates at four to five tirnes higher (Freernan, 1961). One fiequently 

cited study of suicide rates among psychologists, based on death certificates of APA members, 

found that the suicide rate of males was lower than that of the general population of males. 

However, female psychologists had a rate three times greater than the female general population 

(Steppacher & Mausner, 1973). 

Self Care and Co~ing 

Much of the most recent literature in the area of impact on counsellors is focused on the 

concept of seIf-care. Acknowledghg the universaüty of hazsrds and negative impacts contributes 

to an understandimg of the need to miniMu these impacts. Counsellors need to find protective 

factors to moderate the potential hazards of their wo& and establish a rneans of integrating 

counsehg-relatecl material in a way which is se l f kbnchg .  This is necess~ry for both pasonal 
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and professional reasons and as the tool of the traâe. Lazarus (1997) provides some personal 

reflections on how he d d t  with his own pasonal and interpetsonal issues. He stresses the 

normalcy of therapists, liLe any o t k  people, in having âiicuhies, and suggests that: 

perhaps the most saiously dîshabsd professional therapists are those who beiieve that 

they should have (or admit to) no personal problem and be capable ofsolving any 

ditaculty oftheir own. This type of grandiosity and pasonal supremacy removes them 

fiom the realm of human interaction (p.30) 

In a personal account, k s  (1997) descn'bes how he has never hesitated in talking to 

family and fnends about his problems, end using the myriad ofskills he endeavors to terdi his 

clients, which is reflective of his belief in a "practice what you preach" philosophy. 'This illustrates 

how counseiiors can take advantage of their expert knowledge, and grow fkom it. 

Norcross and Brown (2000) wmpiled 10 seIf-care strategies to prevent bumout and 

maintain one's abidity to be r helping profdonal  thaî are "clhician recommended, research 

infonnedJ and practitiona tested" @.7 10); (a) recognüe the hazards of psydiological practice, (ô) 

use broad categories of strategies ra tha  than s-c techniques, (c) use seif-awareness, 

monitoring, and responsibiity, (d) use multiple strategies from a variety of ongins, (e) employ 

environmental control and counterwnditioNng (f) emphasize personal and professonal 

interpersonai self-care, (g) seek personai counselling, (h) avoid wishfid thinking and self-blme, 

(i) diversi* clinicaiiy, profdonaiiy, and personaliy, 0) appreciate the rewPrdo. 

Guy (2000) addresses the neeâ to maimain appropriate avenues to Satie needs of mqxct 

and nurturing, through personal refationships 4th fnendq famüy and CO-workas, as weli as 

through other non-clinid professionai activities such as teaching, speakjng, and writag. 

In their investigation nüae .ad Steed (2000) found severai adaptive strategies to deal 
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with the & i s  of domestic abuse counselliag, inchidibg: monitoring caseloaâq debriefing ushg 

peer support, practicing seif-un, and ôecoming sogriny or poüticaiiy hvolved. 

In recognition ofthe neeû to countefact stressors end maintain balance, a majority of 

counsellors engage in various forms of selfan. In Mahoney's 1997 study, he fouad over 8CM 

&id hobbies, t w k  vacations, and h d  interests in theatre, museums, and art. In Mahoney and 

Fernandez-Alvarez's (1998) study, self-care strategies most fiequently included sociaü9ng with 

others, watching television, reading for pleasure, and exercising8 Seasoned counseilors 

emphasized the importance of balancing work with "strong fiendships, family ties and linkages 

with communïty projects in order to be effêctive and not bum out" (Goldberg, 1992, p.52) 

On another le* more than a third of counsellors had been in personal counseIling during 

the last year, and 87.7% have had counseliiig at some t h e  in the past, with signinwntly more 

women that men doing so (Ahhoney, 1997). Comparatively, the Mahoney and Fernandez- 

Alvarez, (1998) study found 43.4% of respondents were currently in coullseUing, and 95.7?/. had 

been a client at some the. Counsdlon felt this had improved their slslls as therapists (849%) 

and helped to resolve personai issues (86.1%)). These results reflect individuals who are aware of 

the necessity to take Gare of themselves. 

For those professiods specializing in trauma counsehg who are more Nely to 

experience trauma symptoms themselves, it is important to attend to these symptoms directly. 

Brady et al. (1999) also note that those wbo utiiize peer support report fwer trauma symptoms. 

They also stress the need to foais on estabMing a phygally de, wnsistently r#, 

emotionally supportive work environment, Md consultation and continuhg education in the area 

of trauma. The trauma symptorns these thetapists displayed were relatively d d .  T b  researchers 

theorized that the rewarding aspects of the work Md the negative crspc*s. 
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Effects on Interpersonrl Rcktionships 

It would seem reasonable to assume that the pasonal changes and growth brought about 

by the preparation for, and practice of; couaselling wül afkct the way wunoellors relate to 0th- 

Indeed, evidence is acoimulating which supports the idea that cowl~eliors' interpersonal 

fiinctioning is significantiy aEécted by their work with, again, both positive and negative 

consequences. Becoming a counselior " is o pervasive experience that influences al1 the 

interpersonal relationships of the individuai" (Guy, 1987, p. 73). 

Effects on Ability to Relate with Otheq 

nie impact an event hs on a relationship is dependant upon the characteristics, abiities, 

and needs of each penon. When each person involved has "a strong sense of selfwith clear 

psychological and emotional boudaries, the hazardous impact will be less" (McElbesh & 

McElfresh, 1998). As a coundor  it is neceSSary to possess the qualities which maintain the 

balance and focus of a succedial counselling relationshipP When a c0ullseUor has these qualities, 

she c m  presumably generaüze their use to successfbliy establish, build and maintain other 

interpersonai relationships. 

One hypothesis regarding the positive impact of providing counseliing is that it "may 

either enhance interpersonal strengths already present or sente to correct interpersonal 

deficiencies" (Guy & Liaboe, 1986, p. 1 13). The variables a f i i i g  the interpersonal impact 

remain vague. Guy and Liaboe (1986) postulate that "the most dequate explanatory mode1 will 

be a transactionai one ... where it is a r d t  ofwhet the psychotherapist both brings to and takes 

ffom therapeutic relationships that detamines the outcorne" (p. 1 13). They feel negative 

consequences may be more attn'butable to personality than practice, and to problems existing 

ptior to becoming a profdonal. 
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Another variable moderating tbe interpersonal impact of beconiing a COUIIS~IIO~ is the 

degree of professional experience anâ personal maturity of the individual (McEEesh & ' 

McEIfiesh, 1998). A seasoned counsellor is likely to have more completely integrated h a  

professional socialitation into ba pasonat identity. McElfresh & McEEesh hypothesize thot a 

seasoned counseilor has bad more opportunities to leam how to manage herselfin h a  intimate 

and work relations. They believe the impact on intexpersonal relations would vary with the tirne 

spent in the field. While there would be considerable overlep, new caunsellors would be deaihg 

with ditferent issues than their more experienceû wunterpartsS 

Viarious traumatiation ais0 has powerfbi a s  on interpersonal relationships. With 

changes in beliefs around trust, S a f i ,  and control, trauma workersy attitudes toward intimacy 

may also change. Inability to be open, and feiings of isolation may result from increased or 

decreased emotionaiity dong with feeüng constrained by issues of confidentiality. Interpersonal 

diûiculties are compounded by the faling that others are unable to understand the source of îhis 

stress. For those working with survivors of sexual trauma, sexual intimacy with partners 

potentialiy becornes a struggle (Saalcviim & Peariman, 1996). 

Communication 

The process of communication with a counsellor can be a unique one. given that 

counselîors are trained ''experts in the mechaiiisms of clear, intimate, and lifê-e~chuig 

conversation ... used to facilitate mentai clarity, motional awareness, and behavior changeyy 

(McEEesh & McEEesh, 1998, p. 234). Being able to cleariy express oneselfand dowing othen 

to do the same creates an opportun@ for p p l e  to grow togeâher. As noted by Marjorie Cray of 

her therapist husband, "tbe tools tht he employs, are the very same tools which are necessciry for 

a good rnarriage - the elements of communication" (Cray & Cray, 1977). Therefom, in th& owa 
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relatiouships, counseilors bave the ab* to avoid tbe reiationship quagmires "of mentai 

confusion, emotional difECUIty, and behavioral disturbance ... due to dupücitocu cornmunication" 

(McEEesh & McEMkh, 1998, p.234). However, conversations nm the danger of being 

perceived as, or tuming hto, a ciinical intemention A genuine attempt to show carhg and assist a 

loved one can be perceived as ra attempt to teach or f8r a partner. 

DeveIooina Relationshi~s 

Becoming a counseUor may have repercussions for the closeness of relationships- 

Conditions exist withia and outside of the cameIlor which can decrease intimscy in relationships. 

Conducting counseliing has the potential to have a negative impact on the interpersonal relations 

of wunseiiors. In Mahoney's 1997 study, slightiy more than one third of respondents 

acknowledged difaculties in inbnrte retationships. Farber (1983) found that 71.9% of counseîlors 

acknowledged occasionally acting therapeuticdy towards people in genetal outside of the office7 

and 39.5% of these counsellors acknowledged the occasionai tendency to act therapeutidiy 

towards their families, which may not always be appropriate. 

"Wmotional growth resuiting fiom ciinid practice can dso work to enhance and 

improve interpersonal relationships in the therapist's private We" (Guy & Kuhn Brown. 1992, p. 

3 1). A seasoned psychotherapist in Goldberg (1992) nported that baag a counrdlor "bas helpcd 

me with my famiy. I've changed some of my eaciier concepts about relationships. With family and 

fiiends I have been more open about my feelings and williag to trust them than when 1 was 

youngef' ( p. 52). Farber (1983) found tht 41% of respondents stated the intensity of their work 

did not take away fiom thair emotional invoIvement in personal relationships. Witbïn that group. 

one person specifically "rejected the implied notion of a M e  energy supply" (Farber, 1983, p. 

179). However, the r d t s  were conflictual. F u b a  found an opposhg 53% of respondents who 
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said that the emotiod intensity of their work affécted their hmüies, r t t n i g  the lack of 

involvement and lack oP.&d tbey haâ ri home as stemmhg fkom the depleting e s  of the 

clinical work (Cray & Cray 1977). 

How Counsellors are Perceiva 

Very &en counsellon' interpersonal contacts are limited to clients and wlîeagues in the 

field. However, sociaüzïng presents sorne unique.&cumstances for counsellon due to public 

perceptions of professionals, and the confidentid and intense nature of the work. Counsellors 

must be conscious of how the perception of th& public persona wiii impact theu prof&onal 

reputation, and they always have to be aware of the poss ibi i  of running into clients outside of 

the office. Becoming a counseUor also has social consequaices related to people's perceptions of 

wunsellors. People respond to counsdlon in conflicting ways depend'ig on their positive or 

negative perception of the professon. People's understanding and knowledge of counselüng, 

together with their degree of cornfort, security, and sense of selt: gnatly determine their 

perceptions. The mystery of the field attracts and intrigues some people, while counselling is 

disdained and met with social raistance by others. Popular cuitural depictions of the counselling 

profession typically do not ~ccurarfeiy portray the rofe of counseiiors or their methods. 

Social situations have the potential to mate unique dywiiics of interaction between the 

counsellor and others. F e  (1983) found counse11on' perceptions of people's reactions to their 

presence in social situations was spiit. Nearly 65% of counseiiors found people disclosed more to 

them and aaively gought their advice, a d  53% perceiveci people to be threatened by thern and 

were less disclosing. These mdts are confushg as the Btrtisîics seem to overlap- For tbe 

counsellors' perceptions of their own khavior, 3 1% fdt king a cou~lselior had an effect on their 

own social behavior, and 41% fdt tbat they were more sdective, socialking l es  ovaall, wbik 
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meeting more with close tiiends. 

How Counsellors Perceive Otherg 

nie process of clinical training and Jociciaution offeds how counseilors see the worid and 

relate to people. "The tendency to adopt a psychotherapaitic perspective in response to pmonai 

as well as professional events becomes a naturai r d o n  - a famjljar, preâictable, orgaaiad, 

useful, and professionally sanctioned systern of ordering the-world" varber, 1985, p. 173). 

CounseIIoa "may use a psychologicai perspedive to proces and d a t e  not only profdonal 

situations but dso pusonal, fw, and socid wents" ( F k ,  1985, p. 171). As F a r k  (1985) 

States, 

relationships with relatives becorne understood in ternu oftransférential diffidties, 

problerns with clasmates are d y z e d  in ternis of group processes, d e n d y  neighbors 

are seen as manifesting bordalme tendencies, a d  diÆculties in accepting supervisory 

input are attributed to uaresolved oedipal issues. It is not just the language that changes; a 

new way of thinking bas taken shape. ( p. 173) 

Psychological mindeânesr cao be ovemsed and needs to be applied selectively. Whiie 

personai changes may result a d  a mw paraâigm for intn~ersond and interpersonal 

understanding is adopted, this does not rnean tht the 'tools' of the trade are autoxnaticdy used 

with others. Many achowledge times outside of sessions wben they have been remarkably 

unpsycho10gicai, missing the meaning of the obvious (Fadm & Golden, 1997). In fact, there is 

evidence that professionals purposaully avoid kjng coullsellor-Iike with fiends and -y (Guy 

& Liaboe, 1986). In addition, when these M s  or t d s  are uoed within personal relationships, 

they may not have the intended -tic &m. Guy lad Liaboe (1986) account for this 

dinérence by explaùiing that cliwts sed< professional bdp because, presumabîy, thy want 
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assistance. 

Conversely, in personai relationsbips, when guidance is not requesteâ, an unwe1come 

intervention may more Wely r d  in a pason feeling M e d  It is thedore important for the 

professional to balance7 and moderate, the actions of 'the hdpa' that are inherently a part of them 

with being unduly therapeutic. A counseUor's therapaitic ski11 must be used appropriately, 

consciously7 and within bounds. 

Whüe psychologid-mindedness is an essentiai tool for suceaJftl cowlsebg outcornes, 

it can also be a signifiant cataiyst for changes in interpersonai relationships. Psychologid 

mindedness provides an avenue for healthy relationships with self and others parber & Golden, 

1997). It is "wnsidered an asset inasmuch as it provides insight into others ...[ and] an increased 

self awarenessy' (Farbq 1983, p. 179). Greater awneness of emotions, and an inaeaseâ ab'ity to 

express them, results in king able to share oneseif more BUy, facilitating increased intimacy. 

Counsellon see its value in th& personal tives as it greatiy enhances "interpasonal relationships, 

adding depth, subtlety, nuance, and uony to the understanding and apprm-ation of others" 

(Farber, 1985, p. 174). 

1 solation 

Some cou~l~ellors find the practice of counseuing to be an isolating experience. In gnat 

part, this isolation is attributed to the physïcai and psychic isolation of practice (Guy & Li-, 

1986). Physicsl isolation is a resuit of the long hours, and little contact with colieagues or the 

outside world. Psychic isolation is aeated by the unidirectional nature of the counsehg 

relationship, with tittie seKdisclosufe, and limits of corrtidentiality, reailtug in a ümited sauc of 

comectedness. This "Iack of genuine reiatedness, fesuithg h m  prolonged participation in 'u, i f  

relationships, may very well cany ova into the therapist's relatiodps outside of therapy" (Guy 
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& Liaboe, 1986, p- 1 12). 

#en coull~e110rs f d  and act in a supuior muma to their clients, and clients rcspond to 

them as subordinates, counseliors can get wrapped up in this expert role and extend it hto 

personal relationships whae thy maintain an interpretive stance, r d t i n g  Ui aii of th& 

relationships taking on the 'as i f  quaüty. The interpersonal distance created by this dynamic can 

be fiuiher compounded by others reacthg to the counseilor either negatively (ii &sdainful ways 

which compound interpersonal gaps) or positively (engaghg the person as a p ro f~ona l ,  

. . requiring a therapeutic stance to be meintuned) both of wbich perpehuite distance in relationships 

(Guy & Liaboe, 1986). 

Farber (1983) has noted that psychologid-mindedness is a highly esteemeci and desirable 

quaiity. Tm high a degree of UiteUectual psychologid mindedness cwld interfie 4 t h  natural, 

affective social interaction, decreasing feelings of connection and intimacy. It has been attniuted 

to increasing interpersonal distance (Farber, 1997). said to k exaggerated by the Ionehess that is 

created by the ability to have dialogues with onesefl Ieaving out the need for the participation of 

important loved ones. People who relate to the world exclusively through the psychologicaüy- 

mhded perspective are at risk of becorning an ''interminsible analyst" (Rose, 1974). 'detacbed, 

controlled, and emotionally neutrd in their interpersonal relations" (Farber, 1985, p. 174). In 

contrat, it can also lead to "an overemphasis on m o n  of the motivations of themselves 

and others ...[ and] too high a degree could intafixe with naturai, affective social interaction" 

(Farber, 1983, p. 179). 

In his work with se8soned psychotherapists, Goldberg (1992) found respondents were 

split around the idea that king a cow~se~or hd inbacnt üniiutioar for biedthips and 

community involvement. Muiy discussed aîienaîion bom farnily and fiiends, and a kdc of 
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c o m u ~ * t y  involvement, because of the confidentiel, intense nature, Md long houn of the wok- 

Some noted a paradoxicsl e&a in th& relatioaPbipg admitting to bang less invohed and 

sympathetic than with îhek clients- In addition, some practitionas reflected on the stifiing & i  

of having to resist from making pathologbg, and highiy psycblogically-minded social 

cornmentary. A notably larger nurnber of mak thu, f e d e  respondemts were amb'ïent about the 

effects on personal Me, whereas f d e s  admittecl to negative effects in larger numben than males 

(Goldberg, 1992). 

Friendships 

In a saidy of fiiendships of psychotherapists, Co- (1977) fomd that the majonty (Sr?) 

of therapists felt a p a t e r  depth, intensity, and opemess in thei. ERendships as a r e d î  of the 

effects of their chosen car- path. They felt it increased their ability to participate in relationships 

in a more meanin@ way, created intimacy, and refbd their ab'iiity to avoid unhealthy 

relationships. Mahoney & Femandez-Alvarez (1998) found 94% of their respondents reportecl 

having good fnends. 

Partnerina Relationshi~~ 

Interpersonal changes may maaifest most obviousiy in intimate relationships. Couples 

comprised of one partner who is a counseUor have even CO-authored articles testifying to the 

positive and negative expexiences they have had as a result of the influence of counseUing work 

(Cray & Cray, 1977; McElfiesh & McElfiesh, 1998). Kotîls (1993) made note îhat often 

counseliors try to protect fbdy  and tiiawls Born the intensity of their professional lives. 

McEEesh and McEIfiesh (1998) identify threc ways partnering relationships are 

potentially affected. The fint &kct relates to the communication dynunics in the datiooship. The 

second involves the social implications of king involveci with a counseUor. The third is of the 
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'unconscious processes' of eed, pason in the dyaâ. 

In addition, relationships in developmental stages Win be affected differaitiy 

(McEifkesh & McElfresh, 1998). Tbe interest in beginning a new relstionship with an establisbed 

counselior would be based on JI of the usual elements of attraction, dong with the social Jtmro 

and qualities uniquely dated with wunsellors. This can raise suspicions about interpersonal 

neediness motivating potential partners or nimds to seek out 'therapeutic' relationsbips. For 

relationships which exist prior to the entrance of one partner into the field of wunseUing, the 

"relationship will evolve in distinct ways, for better and for wone, as a direct r d t  of the 

personality changes in the therapist-in-training due to the üfe-changing nature of cluncal tniaiag 

in psychotherapy" (McEfiesh & McE&esh, 1998, p.234). 

Counseiiors theoreticdy know what it takes to have heafthy long-lasting relationships, yet 

they are not immune to the cornmon problems of intimate relatiomhips. Wahl, Guy, and Kuhn 

Brown (1 993) found that whüe the practice of cwnseliing had minimal impact on counseflors' 

marital satisfaction, male counseUors had siginncantiy greater suisfàction in their marriage 

compared to femaies. F e d e s  cited the combination of trying to maintain both the home and the 

career as a major stressor. Howwa, stress variables speafic to wunselling were not sigiiincently 

related to marital satisfaction Ttaditiooally, a negative correlation is expected here. Wahl et al.'s 

discussion of these results sugeests that they may be codounded by ~e~selection: the subjects' 

marriages may have been more satistjruig to begin 4 t h .  Uso, tbey hypothesize that mmseUots 

may be better equipped to resolve stress and prevent it fkom having a negative impact on th& 

marriage. Wahl a al. found thot the counsdon may more red iy  recognize the need to try harder 

to maintain the relationship during the times of stress, and increase the amount ofwork they put 

into it. 
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It is not aiways a smooth trahpition 60m the office to home. A f k  a day of drawing 

intensely on emotional resources for clients, a cou~lselior has to djust to the balance of being 

emotionaily available at home, as weil as behg open to taking enmtionally fkom othn. In 

addition, the clinical perspective and skills wliich are so usdtl in the office cm backfue and put 

distance between people when used in the home environment. 

Parentina Relationshi~s 

Becoming a cwnsellor al- bas impücations for parenting. Golden and Farber (1998) 

concur that there are recognizable wmmonalities between pareathood and wunseliing. Both are 

care-giving roles that fiequently require the pareat/counsellor to be able to recognize the needs of 

the child/client and put them ahead of her own. The main purpose of both is to guide the growth 

of the child/client. Parentdcounsellors cheer their child'dclient's successes, and cornfort them in 

their disappointments. Howwer, the boundaries around the relationships Merentiate the two 

roles. Golden and Farber state that "the exnotional co~ection to the patient and chiid is of a 

different order, and a therapist's behavior toward each is necessady mediated by this difference" 

(1 998, p. 13 7). Because of the aniüarities in the nature and the goals of the roles, it seans 

remonable to assume that the thenpeutic tools integral to succesdid counselling outwmes would 

also be used to assist parenting. However, the tools, or skills, used in the o5ce are not taken out 

and used in the sarne capacity. "The transfa of lmowledge from one sphere to the other is not 

perfêctly smooth" (Golden & Farber, 1998, p. 137). 

The hyjmthesis of Golden and Fukr  (1998) that many counsellors generate a healthy 

home environment contradicts a small body of literature (Ahder, 1989; Ford, 1963). Differences 

in outcome are attributed to the ~ i o u n t s  of therapeutic behavior the c0ullseIIor engages in at 

home, suggesting that it is helpful when used in moderation. Golden and Farber concluded that 
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"the professional sLiUs used by tbuapist parents in raisïng their cbildrai arc neitha hdpfui aor 

harmful per se; rather it is the appropriatâiess and balance with which those skills are usad that 

determine how they are experienced by chüdnn" (p. 139). The previous wodc in thb area by 

Maeder (1 989) intervieweci aâuits refiecting ôack on th& childhood expeciences. Golden d 

Farber hypothesize that the process of recollection rmy bave resulted in distortion of memories 

and, therefore, an under estkation of what they knew then in cornparison to what they know now. 

It can be inferred nom Golden and Farber's (1998) study that counsellor-parents ùiform 

children about the nature, purpose anâ structure of their work. These parents also cornmunicated 

that there was a nuidamental diffience beiween the relationship they had witb their cbildren 

versus their clients. The children were able to clearly articulate the distinction as a professionai 

involvement with clients and a persona1 involvement in th- "huiging on the personal emotiod 

stake most parents have in th& children" (Golden & Farber, 1998, p. 138). 

In dixussing how hahg a parent who is a counsellor affected them and their re1ationship 

with that parent overiaJi, children agreed that they liked having a parent who was a coull~ellot, and 

expressed that they felt th& parents "were sLiIled in handiing childhood crises and emotiody 

laden situations, were available to help the child 'for fie&, and could avd themselves of 

professional judgement, knowledge, objectivity, and restraint that 0th- parents could not" 

(Golden and Farber, 1998, p. 137). Children reportecl that the greatest personal benefit of being a 

child of a counsellor was the parent's cornpetence or profdonal hiowledge, and saw the 

parent's skills as e valuable thing- Most children communicated that, in their a<paia~'~,  thQr 

parents were "mon approachable, .ccsptiag, and tolerant by virtue of thek prof&onW @. 138). 

The children in the Guy and Liaboe (1986) study reported that the worst psit of having a 

counsellor as a parent was when they actd like one at home, by asking for lots of daail% being 
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intrusive, and behaving as if* hiow evaythiag. Furtber, these children d m  mticed a pamntai 

tendency to foais on emotiod undertones. Howcver, it is auad to note tbat the children 

reporteci that the parent rarely or almosî wva acted Wte a th+l.pist in the home, and stn,ngiy to 

slightly disagreed that parents were too iriquisitive at home. Some of the chiidren had cornplaints 

about the long hwrs their paremts worked, and the occasional intrusion of client phone calls. 

While there was some ambivalence in regards to the effkcts on them, overall, the chiidrai 

iiked and enjoyed the benefits of bMog a parent who was a c0ullseIIor. In fact, most of the 

children would wnsida the possiility of becoming a therapist. Iniplicit within this is that they Iüre 

the profession and perceive the effects on the parent-counseiior and her relationships to be 

positive. 

Farber (1983) exarnined the vdidity of the stereotype of wunsellors h a h g  'aazy 

chiidren'. Forty-nine percent disagreed with the idea that th& childreo were any crazier than 

others. They based the existence of such idem on people aeeding stereotypes to demystifLy and 

that their children are more emotionally expressive. 

The other 5 1% in Farber's 1983 study agreed that their 'children are crazier' lhan othas, 

expiainhg that they raise their children therapeutically, attending too much to emotions, resulting 

in children who are overly interpretive. Further, the subjects fek that because they as counoellors 

have distinctive problems, it followd that th& kids do as weU, and that th& childnnYs acting out 

was to get their parent's otherwise diverted attention- 

Conclusion 

nie fiterature illustrates that becoming a couriseIIor has an impact on motional growtb, 

personaiity, psychologid prooeJses, and relationships with inhate puhiers, children, and 

niends. It also identifies some of the ways this change process talces place, aad suggests that 
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counsellon may be more happy a d  trwblafiee thn was p-ously thought In this thesis, 1 wiiî 

explore how the edudon, pmctice and soc idhion  ofcounseliors changes them and th& 

personal relationships. This study will provide a mare personai, finit hand look at what m e n  

counseiiors perceive as important issues in this regard. 
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Research PersDective and Methodg 

In tbis study, qualitative research methoâs were the mst appropriate wry to Ieam directiy 

eom people about how h m i n g  a aullseilor has rffected them and th& relationships. This 

study adds depth and description to the existing literature to mate  a Mer and more complete 

understanding of the impact of ôecomuig a counseiior, by findhg out what meanllrg the 

experience has for each participant. Qualitative research proceeds on the assumption that meaning 

and process are crucial in understanding human behaviou~; that descriptive data are what is 

important to collect, that is, the words and behaviours of the participants; and that analysis is best 

done inductively, wherein emerging patterns are identifid and accounted for (Bogden & Bilken, 

1992). There is strong validity in this type of research, because it reports directly on the 

participant's words and actions. In this study 1 provide a clear description of the perspectives of 

counsdors regarding how they have been changed by becoming a counselor. 1 wül avoid the 

confùsion related to the use of jargon by encouraging participants to explain what a tenn means to 

them and how it has affecteci their lives- 

As in all qualitative studies, the research design was fiemile within certain parameters 

based on questions of inquiry. A g r o d e d  hory (Strauss & Corbii 1998) research design was 

used. Conceptuai ordering enabled the identitication of themes pertahhg to the effccts of 

becoming a wunsellor on the participants and tbeir reIationships. Growided theory is 

denved from data, systemitiulty gathered and analyzed thrwgh the research process. In 

this method, data dection, adysis, and eventual thwry stand in close relationship to 
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one another. A researcher does not begin a project with a preconceived theory in mind..- 

Rather, the researcher begins with an area of study and allows the theory to emerge fkom 

the data" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p-12). 

Because findings emerge fkom the data, they oEer insight, clarity, and meaningfid direction to 

proceed upon (Strauss & Corbin, 1998)- 

Participants 

Participants were recruited through purposefil sampling using a snowbd sampikg 

technique, where participants were chosen "because they are believed to be able to facilitate the 

expansion of the developing theory" (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992, p.71). The cornmittee chairperson 

for this thesis began this process by graciously nominating severai possible initial candidates. 

Participants then nominated other possible candidates. Al1 candidates were first approached by the 

person who nominated them, to outline a description of the purpose and structure of the study. 

Upon the i  verbal agreement to participate, 1 contacted each of the participants to firther discuss 

their participation. Eight people were nominated as candidates, seven ofwhom were used. The 

sixth person nominated was excluded due to ineligibility as he was no longer counsehg. Upon 

candidates' agreement to participate, the interviews commenced and participants were provided 

with a written desaiption of the study (see Appendix A), and si@ the consent forrn (see 

Appendix B). 

The criterion for participating in the study was that participants be counsellors who had 

been working clinically with clients for a minimum of two years, ranging upward to an unlimited 

number of years experience. 

1 intemewed seven participants for three one hour sessions each, with the exception ofthe 

second participant who agreed to be interviewed a fourth t h e  due to technical difoculties. 
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Participants were @en the opporhuiity to decline questions or leave the study at any tirne they 

wished. The original methods outlined in the proposal, d other ethicd standards and guidelines 

for research involving humans participants were followcd. A total of twenty-two, approxïmtely 

one hour data sets were obtaîneâ, for a total of 537 tnuiscnpt pages- Throughout the Fiidings 

section of this thesiq quotations fiom the transcripts wiü be cited accordhg to participant name, 

data set number, and page numba withh the data set, for example; Liz 1 122. 

Dernonra~hic Information 

Actuai demographics for the participants vary süghtly fiom the initial critena of the shidy. 

My original intention was to interview both men and women- However, as the sampüng 

progressed with one f e d e  participant recomrnending another (with the exception of one male 

who was a potential participant but did not fit criteria), in order to recniit men I would have had 

to direct the participants' choices to inchide men. This would have c o r n p r ~ ~ s e d  the sampling 

technique. Therefore, al1 of the participants are women. A decision was made after the fourth 

interview to maintain a single gendered &ta pool due not only to sampbg referrals, but for the 

sake of consistency. As welî, PU of the participants have a minimum of ten years counselling 

experience. The participants range in age fkom 35 to 66, and have bem practicing for 10 to 28 

years. One of the participants has a Ph.D., five have completed a Master's Degree, and one is 

currently wmpleting a Master's. The participants al1 show a preferellce for a specific theoretical 

orientation, while maintahhg a technidy eclectic approach. The caseload of the participants 

varies in numbers from one participant who is windir~g down her career and sees three to four 

clients a w e e  to another who mintains a busy p d c e  of up to 28 clients a week. The 

participants airrently cany a case ld  with diverse issues; one participant had previously 

specialized in trauma munseiliag . The participants were interyiewed in their home or office, 
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which was sornetimes one a d  thc same, with the exception of two interviews which occu~red in 

my office. The i n t d e w e r  wris able to estabIish rapport with J1 participants and found them to be 

very welcoming, fnendly and forthright. 

Partici-Dtion 

Pseudonyms are used in order to maintain wnfidentiality of ail the participants. 

Liu. Li is a nffy-five year old woman who has been wunselling for fifieen yuus. The 

former nurse left the hedth aire profession in the seventies and complaed her Bachelor of Arts 

Degree in English in 1985 at a western Canadian University. While nursing she developed a 

preference for psychjatry as it afEorded the opportunity to M p  by intaactiog with people, which 

influenced her decision to becorne a coundor. She completed her Masters Degree in 

Educational Psychology specialinng in Counsefing at the same university in 1989. LU has 

divided her counse1ling career between pmctice in a health care facility and private practice, which 

she currentiy maintaim. Liz has cou~lsefled individuais, couples, and families- During the 

interviews Liz considered her career to be in major transition and was evaluating her fùture 

possibilities. Lu has continuecl h a  education through other extended university programs, 

workshops and foiiowing the literature. Li d e s c r i i  having to be a caretaker in her family of 

origui which was sometimes oglectful and abusive. Liz is &ed and has two grown chiidrai. 

Sara. Sara is thirty-five yeus old and has provided counseuing for eleven years and - 
counsels fiom an holistic mimd/body opproach. She wmpletd h a  Bachelor of Arts Degree in 

Psychology at a western Canadian University, and her Master of Arts Degree in Counseiling 

Psychology in the eastem United States. Sara has counseiied in hospitais, speciaüzed schools, and 

pst  secondary institutions, in conjunction with a part tUne practice for 5 y-. Ha practiw hs 

now been fidl t h e  for two years. h t h e r  important part of Sara's wodc is the muiy and Mned 
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workshops she provides in the commUnjtymmunjty Sara has done extensive pst-graduate work in 

national and intedonal pmgraxns ranghg in duration f30m one to five years. Sara has worked 

with adults, familes, groups, and chiidren. She grew up in a k d y  of therapists and Sara aiways 

knew she would be a counselling professional, it was only a question of exactly what that would 

look like. Sara resides with ber husband- 

Rita. Rita is fjfty-one yeus old and has been counseihg since 1982. She says she is happy - 
to be a counseiior and wants to continue to be a couzlselior. She descr i i i  her orientation as king 

based prirnarily in f d s t  phüosophy. Rit. attained ha Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1970 and 

began working in a technologid field. A volunteer experience whetted ha interest in people as 

weii as a desire to help, and die subsequently enroiid in a Bachelor of Social Work Program, end 

then a Master of Social Work Program which she completed in 1986. She received all of her 

degrees at the same western Canadian University. Rita has worked in community based health 

centres, including one where she currently has a buq case load of Vidividual clients, in addition to 

several weekiy speaking engagements. Rita characterizes hes childhood funily as disengagecl. Rïta 

is divorced and airrently iives with ha teenage child in their home. 

Alice. Alice is fiftyone years old and has ban volunteering and working as a counsellor 

since 1977. Mer leaving the teaching profession, A l i a  counseIIed for six years and in 1983 began 

her Master of Eduutional Psychology Degree in Counsellulg, at a western Canadian univenity, 

which she found to be a valuable asset to her clinid work and theoretid understanding. Alice 

has workeâ in comrnunity based healtb centres, addiction tmatment fhdïties, and women's 

shelters. She has maintainecl a private practice for 12 year~, ovalapping with an EAP pradice for 

the last three. She keeps extremely busy d g  adult clients individually- Alice describes h a  

theoretical orientation as being f d e d  ia fénnmszn and acknowledges several 0th- theones 
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integral to her practice. Alice also involves herselfwith teaching post secondary courses and 

continues her own education with a vuiety of workshops. Aüce says she grew up in a " d e  

nurturing f d y "  (2: 12) . She currently lives with her partna, and another important f d y  

member, their dog. 

Andrea Andrea is thirty-five and has been practicing since 1990. Andrea received her 

Bachelor of Arts Degree, and Bachelor of Social Work Degree fiom the same western Canadian 

university where she is cumntly completing her Master of Social Work Degree. She has worked 

in a f d y  &ce agency, women's shelter, aboriginal wmmunity health centre, and is currently a 

social worker in the pubiic school system working part tirne with children using drarna and play 

therapy. She is actively reflecting on changing her career path. Andrea includes art and drama 

therapy in her social work orientation. Andrea describes her family of ongin as one that was safe, 

numiring, protected, encouraging, and that instilled values involving awareness of others which 

made senrice of others the only career that ever occurred to her. Andrea is cumently single and 

lives on her own surrounded by many fiimily members and fiends. 

Gwen. Gwen is fif€y-nine and has been practichg as a counseUor since she obtained her 

Master of Educational Psychology Degree in Counselling in 198 1, foUowing a Bachelor's Degree 

in sociology. Before becoming a counsellor Gwen was a regidered nurse, and immersed in 

comrnunity volunteer work Gwen counseiled in a health care facüity fiom 1981 to 1990 when she 

began her Doctor of Philosphy in Applied Psychology at an eastem Canadian university, which 

she wmpleted in 1994. Gwen maintains the private practice she began in 1991 part tirne, and sees 

individuals and couples. She also teaches and lectures at post semndary institutions and has other 

professional speaking engagements. Gwen describes hersdf as feeling 'leally satisfied with her 

worK' at this tirne. She demies her approach as eclectic and actively pursues ongoing 
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development of her education. Gwen is divorced, bas two adult chiidren, and is also a 

grandmother. 

Lori. Lori is sàty-sk  aud hsr been c0ullseUing since 1972. Revious1y a teacher, lori 

beçame a wunsellor in 1978 when she cornpleted ha Master of Educational Psychotogy Degree 

ui Counselling at a western C d a n  university. She has had additional education through an 

affiliateci university .and has wntinued her professional development through a variety of 

workshops. In her airrent private pdœ, she has a üght caseload which she says is winding 

down. She sees ber work as a "hmuy" at tliis point in ha career. She bas worked at a wmmunity 

based centre and as a school cowlselïor. In addition, she teaches post-secondary courses, lectures, 

and is a published author. Lori describes ha childhood as "serious". FoUowing a divorce Lori 

remarried and presently hes with her husbmd. She is the mother of four adult chiidren as weli as 

a grandmother. 

Data Collection 

The data for this study were wflected in a series of three indepth interviews. The 

i n t e ~ e w s  were semi-structured and open-ended, encouraguig participants to taüc about their 

experiences and the meaning they give to them. Each of the three interviews had a distinct foais. 

The first interview broadly explored how the participant came to be a counsellor and, as required, 

more specinc probes were added. The second interview broadly inquind whether the pracess of 

becorning a counselior had resuhed in other changes for them, followed by deeper probes into the 

personal impact of becoming a counsellor. The third intemew focused on whether those pasonal 

changes meant that their interpersonal relationships were impacteâ, foliowed by deeper, more 

specific probes into the impacts. An interview guideline was used for each i n t e ~ e w  (see 

Appendix C). 
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Each interview was ta@ and thm t r rasai  as soon as possible dtcr the intetview. 

Traditionai field notes (trdptioas of the interview with the addition of observer comments) 

were generated soon foliowiqg. Audio tapes, used only for the purpose of acauate transcription, 

WU be destroyed upon completion of the oral d e f i  of this thesis. 

Data andvsis 

Each transaipt was qalysed by themes: a concept or idea that emerges from the data, 

some signal or trend, master conception, or key distinction (Bogden & Bilken, 1992). The foais 

of the analysis was to isolate pasoael and intapenonai effeds participants attnited to becomhg 

a counseifor. In some instances themes, (e-g.. change in communication) were compowd of 

clusters of lower-orda thmes (e.g., commuiliation skilis improved, amount disdosed changed, 

and nature of disclosure changed). Four of sewn participants identi@ing a opecinc change wu the 

critena required for a theme to be included in the r d t s .  F o d  adysis of the data was ongoing, 

beginning early on, and nearing cornplaion by the end of the data collection process. The 

interviews were transcnbed and observer comments were documented to create the sets of data or 

field notes. Discrete categories were identifieci within esch data set. As new data wrs 

accumulated. common categories were groups together. Those categories were then rehed into 

sub-themes as necessary. The end proâuct was a set of themes which represent the eff- of 

becoming a wunseilor as reported by the participants. The nnal set of themes was compared to 

the current literatwe. 
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cbaptcr Iu 

Fmdiag 

Fundamentally, becoming a counsellor involves an ongoing process of constnicting a 

theory of how to best facilitate change so thaî it may be put into practice with clients. There are 

many sources fiom which to leam bow change ocaus. The sources the participants cite are 

divideci into two intertwïned areas: '?t7s a combination of the leamhg and the experiential stuff- 

the leamhg that informs the eXpenencc. 1 don't know that 1 cui separate the two" (Lori 2:24). 

The first, 'formal education' provides an understanding of psychology and c o u d h g  thaory and 

s W s ,  through pst-secondary education classes, pst-graduate education and workshops, 

reading, and models. WlEle duable, fond  education alone is wt su86cient because "you can 

learn intellectually and then stül...soawthbg WU happen to trimer you" (LU 2:39). The second 

part, 'experiential leaming' requires "Woricing with people and understanâing where 1 get caught" 

(Sara 3: 1). It is a SM ârom "the inteliechial r d m  [to] going through it and experiencing it that 

[makes] it corne alive" (Sara 3:4). This UIcludes doing clinid work, receiving personal 

counseiling, supenision, peer support, teachuig others, and pa~onai experience- These not only 

contribute to the construction of a theory of how to best facilitate change, they are also the 

mechanisms which facilitate pasonai and interpersonal Unpects. 
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Theme 1 : Percebtion of Iinw 

While the joumey to becorne a counse110r began for different maso- ancl at different times 

for the participants they are unanimous in th& shared M e f  that they and their relationships have 

been affecteci by becoming a counseilor. As Anârea remernbers about one job, "1 h e w  in that 

moment that this was big. If 1 chose to do this, this was going to change my We" (3:28). Nat 

everyone is affécted the same way or to the same degree. The numerous effects attn'buted to 

becomïng a counseUor wiü be disaisscd tbrou@mut the body of this thesis. Liz begïns, "I just fd 

like a very ditrerent person ôecause ofn (2:32) hearing people's stories. "There are ways this 

affects me that are probably unique to this profésson 1 thUik in tenns of the energy it requires, 

and 1 think that it's a very difFerent energy than if1 were dohg physical work" (Alice 3:28). 

"There is a pretty huge impact because, by the Mhin of the worlc, you have to be always 

exploring the dimension of human undersfanding" says Gwen (2:29). "It's the lem that we see 

things through" said Sara (2:l). who also describexi the process of becomïng a counsellor as a 

vehide on the path of leaming (213). Whiie concenrs about some of the effkcts ex& 

participants feei that, overd becoming a counse11or has been beneficial to them persody and 

interpersondl y. 

Therne 2: Derives Satifiction Born Worlc 

AU of the participants express satisWon in their work. They take pleasure nom it and 

find it reward'ig. One reward is related dirrctly to the purpose of the work, helping people: "it 

feeIs absolutely wondernil. Ofall tbe troubled peopk there are, ifthae's sorne change that can 

happen in their Iives d you can k a k i h t o r  in tht change and invite tbcir process it's vay 

humbling and gratitjling" (Lori 33). The participants iIso tak about derivhg satisfaction and 

pride f?om doing something wdl tbat translates into making a d i n i  in th& lives and the hes 
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ofothers:Y want toget reaüygoodatthis, IannttobecomethekstIcan.Aadtben6omthatI 

think 1 cm be happy" (Sara 2:4). Thy enjoy (lori l:l3, Rai 3:Zl) and realiy like .ad, in fàct, 

love their work (Gwen 2:22). Respect for ôoth the clients and the counseiiing process was 

expressed by participants. They gave descriptions of finding joy in counsehg (Lori 3:21&22), 

being humbled (Gwen 3 3 )  and honouraf (Lin 232) by it. "The biggest giA is tbat people are 

wiliing to share some of the most intimate moments of their Iives with me, and why should thq,  

they don't even know me. 1 just fid priviieged to bave ôeen told their stories" (Andrea 3 3 .  One 

way participants find the work rewuding is by behg able to witness people's lives. As Alia s a .  

"What's redy wondefil about douig this? Tbae is something wonderful in everybody" (3: 13). 

Theme 3: Formulation of Orientation 

When participants were asked about th& orientation, or philosophy, of how to facilitate 

change, they ail described an orientation wbich is "eclectic" in that they used meny theones or 

skilis to counsel effectvely, with one theory having a dominant infiuence. "I integrate so u>y 

dierent types of work. 1 don't believe one thing heals, 1 believe many things hed. And they're ail 

doors to the same place" says Sara as she likens her philosophy to a 

toolbox, and if you have a big hamma thet's wondafiil but, hammers are only good at 

fixing certain things rnd you may need a screwdriver, or y w  necd a wrench. 1 don? a r e  

how good your hammer is, it isa't going to be effectm. So it's learning what you need to 

develop in orda to have a repertoire of slalls (2:28). 

Theme 4: Onaoinn Leaminn and Growth 

Because there am so many ways to facilitate change, there is much to leam AU of the 

participants are adamant thai the process of continuhg to leam rad ~gow is inte@ to betohg 

a counsellor. 
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If you're going to be a respomiIe therapist, you can't MI stop leaming, r d g  or 

struggiing to understand or getting more wisdom on what is happening with these people, 

am I king the best heiper 1 can be ?...So it puts you on a path d o  h y s  keep leamhg 

(Gwen 2:30), 

Leanung and growth are ongoing processes. There is ahivays something uaknown or an area that 

needs more expertise. One's theory of how to fàditate change evolves as new infopation and 

experiences are integrated on an ongoing e s .  "One of the latest workshops 1 went ta.. A's now 

in the mix of my philosophy" (Lori 1 :24). Even though the participants have between ten to 28 

years of counselhg expenence they al1 fd they have mon to leam. '"ïhere's always more that 1 

need to know" (1 : 1 1) says Aüce d e r  21 years of experience, "I'm always leamhg, I'm never 

quite there. That's a good thhg 1 thi* the more 1 do thiq the more I'm aware of what 1 dodt 

how, ali the possibilities". "It's a constant process ... 1 sa that till the day 1 dien (Sara 23).  

The participants actually want to continue to leam: "1 want to grow, 1 want to be 

different" (Liz 1 :28). It is amther way they remah satiJfied with c0ullseUing as a profession; as 

Nice says 'T continue to do this work because 1 continue to redy leam quite a bit fiorn doing it" 

(1 : 1) and is echoed by Sara, "1 won't ever stop. Because that's what keeps filling me up" (1 : 14). 

Whüe desuable, dong the way there are also hustrations with having to constantly learn: 

"it's a little bit of a pain because 1 th& 'oh, I've done so mich aîready'" (1:21) reflects Liz as she 

attempts to find a new direction for her career. Andrea adds, 

1 was constantly bang turaed upaide dom and challengeci. 1 was constantly having to 

look at things in a dinèrent way to be in romeone else's shoes. ..it was constant. 1 

remember one day standing in the kitchen rad Ijumped up ud d o m  Md said '1 am JO 

sick and tired of leamhg something new mryday'. m e  1 d d d t  tmst my mstincts 
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anymore (2:3). 

Theme 5: Incentives to do More Personal Growth Work 

The participants believe that as a r d  of becomhg a counsellor îhey hsve done more 

personal growth work thui they othawise wouM have done. Participants express feeling that th& 

way of being and relating in the world has been enhanceû by the proass of ôecorning a 

counseilor. (Alice 2: 10, Andrea 2:16, Sam, Lon 1 :22). AU of the subjects identifieci a variety of 

reasons for why beiig a couasellor r d t e d  h growing more personrlly. 

Al1 of the participants have goue for counseliing themsehres (Rit. 1 :6, Andrea 3: 10, Aüce 

28,  Gwen 1 :2 1, Sara 2: 19, Li 1 : 18, Lori 2: 18). Thy also cited working on themselves through 

introspection, which will be addressed later. Otha conditions which have prompted them to do 

personai growth work include: belief in the velue of personal change, credibility of the couasdling 

process, personai credibiiity, beiag prompted by the work their clients are doing, and education. 

The incentive to do personal work in order to ncüiue work with clients is appamit but appears 

secondary to its intrinsic value (to be disaisseci on p- 89). 

The first condition is related to a previously discussed belief that changing and growing as 

a person is desirable for everyone- Some graduate programs require that students will do personal 

work (Sara 1 :3), while others only encourage it. 'Tve h w d  it said that you shoddn't be a 

counseilor unless you're wüling to go into therapy yourseK 1 r d y  IhUiL that whichewr way you 

do that, where it's. ..with a thefapist or ... lookhg into mysdf ifs neawuy" (Lori, 2: 18). 

Another condition prompting seIf-exploration is the cnd'b'ity of the profdon; a belief 

in the integrïty of the counsehg procru itseK Clichés such ris "waik the and pit your 

money where yow mouth is" (Gwen 3: 1 1). and 'practice what y w  preach' embody tbis issue. 

Professionals develop a theoretical orientation a d  comprtile JLüls hscd on what thay klieve to 
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be necessary to attain 'a good Me'. Counsdlors m e s s  the po~sibies of couardliog, a d  

possess knowledge and SMS to  help create more fulfüang lives for people. They can use th& 

visdom on themselves as welî as receive cuullselting for themselves to accompli& this for 

themselves. Lon reflected "ifit's gohg to work it's going to have to work for me" (2: 18). Sara 

elaborates on this point: 

1 don't use anything that doesn't heal me, on my cliemts. That's why 1 wiU always do the 

journey first. 1 don't necessady do th& journey but 1 do my j o m e y  to leam how to 

work with these problems d w W s  hdpfùl, and what hasn't b e n  helpfbi 1 don't 

incorporate it, 1 can't t d y  endorse that (2: 19). 

The integrity of the wunselling process wu tested by Lori as a r d t  of a personai crisis; 

1 decided that 1 would either do some of the things that 1 tried to help otha people do in a 

counselling relationship, or 1 would give up counselling entirely because the whole 

concept would be bankmpt for me. If 1 couldn't use it on myseIf: 1 couldn't expect other 

people to do that. So it becune a bit of a cruaie for me. You deüberatefy do some of the 

things you've talked about with other people or you say goodbye to the profession, 

because you're in crisis lady and you M e r  do something about it. So that was one thhg 

and the other t h g  was 1 went to get therapy for myseif(2:3). 

A related wndition is the issue of personai aedibility, that one can be believed, both by 

oneseif and others. "My joumey is diBiirent than my client's jwniey, but the more 1 can do, the 

more credible 1 am to say this is possiile too" ( S i n  35). Lori explains how resolving a aWis 

using what she already knew as weli as receiving wunsdliag was duabk  to her: "it actudy gave 

me a lot more credib ility.... Because I've lived more of it m y d f  now. ..l would be a h d  if1 

didn't" (2:4). Lin agrees: 9 couid wntfont than on these issues because I've ban theren (2: 18). 
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Credibiity is gaineci because offoilowing the adage '1 h w  that of which I spealr'. The 

participants felt that they sbouid have the same -ans for themselves as they have for 

clients: "you're trying to help people live better. 1 do think it's an ethicd respo~l~l'b'i... to  work 

at your own relationships in the same way you are inviting other people to do theh and keep 

looking at them" (Gwen 3:4). 

Counseliors are r-cted in helping o h  r d v e  issues that they have not resolved 

themselves. The participants were encourageci to improve themselves from an understanding that 

the more 'tcgether' they are the more thy wili have to offér as cousellors. As Sara says -ou 

can only take people as far as you're willing to go7' (3: 10). Others reiterated this conviction with 

only slight variations; "thy can only go as far as you've gone" (Li 2:2), " you cm r e d y  oniy 

take people as far as you7ve cornem (Gwen 2: 14). Alice wncluded, "1 think it would be very hard 

to do this work if you were aiso struggiing personaily" (3: 14). 

Participants spoke of not seeing themselves as Werent fiom their clients. While they 

experienced some interna1 pressure to perlonn their jobs to the best of their ab'ity, they did not 

set themselves on a pedestai as 'healed', or 'pafect', or 'a paragon of adjustment': "1 cm think 

T m  off today, and it's not okay to ever be off '. And of course it is but I think it's notn (Alice 

2 3 ) .  

Another important prompt for counseliors to do personal change work is being motivated 

by the work their clients are doing. This motivation is twofold; one, leamhg fkom clients, and 

two, personal issues getting aroused by clients. Participants f m d  that clients tmght end inspirecl 

them: "AImost every session, 1 think, you learn nom cüents ifyou stop and fi>au in that way; just 

ho* ail the domains of human experiencen (Gwen 3:8). Participants cited leaming fiom 

clients how to communicate effectivety (Rita 2:23), relate to  others (Andrea 3 : 17, Gwen 3 :8), and 
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gain alternate perspectives @ha 2:27, Gwen 1 :3.18). Ssaag otha people woric through th& 

issues makes it possible for aninselion to fact thar own: "People do arnazing things, and that 

gives me a lot hop .  if17m testcd at certain moments...I obsdutely fid inspired by people" 

(Andrea 2: 13)- 

When counsellor's issues are tnggefed by clients this provides an impenis for CouIlsellors 

to resolve the issues. ALI of the participants achiowledged this. "A client will oAen &or back 

paris of yourself to you, and you see that as an opportunity for your own groanh" (Gwen 2129). 

"Theirs is a very mirroring reality to bump up against your stuff, your c~untertransference~ You 

try to stop thaî, you stop the flow of We...it'sjust a medium to keep growing and l d g  " (Sara 

323). This personal growth can get c-led back into working with clients more ckarly. "That's 

one of the neat things about counselling is (sic) that I'm always deaiiig with m y d  I'm always 

coming back to what 1 need to do for me in order to be effective in what 1 do" (Lori 1 :21). 

Al1 participants found that taking courses and leamhg theories is also a vehicle for 

personal change. 'ïnevitably, going into courses.. .one does a certain amount of introspectionn 

(Gwen 2: 1). Theory and information gaineci rue not just academic, "it was personal for me* 

(Andrea 1 :8), it is "very, very emotionai because you wae doing a lot of your own stuE (Lk, 

1 :33). 

Theme 6: Personal and Professional htenrated 

There is a perception among participants that their personal and professional lives are 

interrelated in that one piece informs the next Gwcn descn i i  how for her "everything is kind of 

interwoven - the threads of my M g  a therapist, and growth as a thempist are all interwoven with 

the personal relationship" (2: 161, adding, "yw becorne more of who you are because of the 

therapy you do, and then you do the t&rapy you do because of who you are. It's h s t  r d y  
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hard <O separate tbem out" (2:29). Sara speaks v q  passionateiy about tbe integration process: Y 

don't separate my profdonai development nom who 1 am" (2:2), ushg Merent mefaphors to 

describe what the interactive nature of the wok  bas meant for her: 

originaiiy, it was two sepuate paths that mergd ... One was the personal, and one wu the 

professionai and then al of a sudden thy maged at a junctiom.. It wasn't N e  1 was 

making them mage. 1 was shocked, 1 always thought they'd go in a pardel h e e  1 had no 

thought that they wouid actually corne togaher, in that way ... but 1 thinlr they had to be 

separate for a long t h e  because there's diaerent things that wae  p d e l i y  happening and 

both needed to happai so they cwld corne ... and now 1 c~n't imagine them not king 

together ... (2:20). 1 don't think 1 cm diffierentiate between h m i n g  a therapist and 

becoming a person. 1 think my goai is to becorne a healthy pason (3 : 1) 

Therefore, Sara sees her personai and professional joumey as one and the same. Furtha, it was 

specifïcally noted that it is difficuit to distinguish between personal and interpersonal because the 

two are inherently interconnectecl (Alice 1 : 1, Lori 1 : 1) and the others ahded to how this was 

apparent as well. (Liz 2:34, Andrea 3 : 1 5) 

In addition to noting the convergence of paths, participants identifid feeüng that their 

personal and professional identities were integrated; that they felt congruent The process of 

integrating two previously separate identities involves bringing the parts togaher into a whole. 

The drive to be congruent is central to the nature of change. Personal change work helps to 

integrate ali experiences, old a d  new, h o  one congrnent idaitity. 

As novice counsellors who hd wt yet had the opporhanity to htegmte 1 of th& 

professional experience, the separateness ôetween profdonal d personal identity is more 

apparent. "1 think when 1 nrJt started [wunseUing] it felt really di&sent, Wre, now I'm putthg on 
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my counsdor hat and I'm co1ISCious oftilaag differently, so 1 thinlr MIytbme bas becorne more 

entrenched" (Alice 2:9). Sara «>nameci: 3 ' s  emôoâied more. Whereas More  it was mon WC... 

you put on a suit .... now t seems me. not even clothing, it's my body, you can't take it off (2:6). 

The others were equplly clear that they could not separate who they are as a profdonal 

fiom who they are pemnallyY Aüce even uses the sune metaphor as Sara: 

it's not Wre there are dinerent patbs. 1 f d  bow 1 taik with you is how 1 tak with ciients is 

how 1 talk with fiiends. Topics may be different, or the degree ofdisclosure may be 

different but this is pretty much me! (2:9). 

"It will always be a major part of who 1 am" (Gwen, 1 :22). There's a very strong comection 

between who 1 am and what 1 do ... 1 have a diierent consciousness and it's not something I can 

turn on aind off' (Andrea 2: 16) 

While participants fd that what they have gained as a professional is fundamental to who 

they are, they are adamant that it does not dehe them exclusively. Alice says that she 

"absolutely" (2:ll) tries to not define herself by her profession. Others agree and found that by 

becoming more integrated as a whole person, they have l e s  of an kvestment in denning 

themsdves in this way: 

So while 1 used to express who 1 was by what 1 did for a living so that 1 could feel okay 

about who 1 was, so that 1 could maintain my integri ty... who 1 am is now more integrated 

in terms of it's not di wrapped up in being a social worker (Andrea 3: 14). 

Theme 7: Increased Confidence in CounseIlinn Ability 

Al1 of the participants ddressed the f.ct thet the identification of onesdfas a counseilor is 

tied to the development of confidence in one's ability to counsel. Because the measure of a b i i  is 

an individual's perception, and there was no objective test of m a l  competency, 'confidence in 
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abiity' is a more accurate d-ptor than cornpetence. Participants addresseci two issues relating 

to confidence: factors g d g  and undeRninjng confidence a d  fiuctuatiom in confidence. 

People's confidena in tbeir a b i  to c-1 well is something that evolves throughout a 

career and is closely linked with prof-onal development. For Sara, as with 0th- it was 

something that "came in increments" (4: 18). d e d  dong the way by milestones of beiig a 

student counsdlor, getting paid to counsel, doing private ptactice part time and then NLI tirne, 

where with each "miiestone and each tum I've done that, they provide a whole new opportuni-ty 

of huge learning, and you bave to leam to fill the shoes again'' (2: 1 1)- 

Confidence develops with experience. When mastery of an area or ski11 is achieved there is 

confidence in that area, but there is always another to be conquered. "In some areas you say 'tluit 

feels good for now let's just leave it at that. Where else do I want to grow, where else do I want 

to leam, in which capacity? in wlnch way?" (Sara 3: 10). Another way to gain confidence is by 

testing the limits and fjnding a place where you feel cornfortable (Lori 1 :20). 

Feelings of wmpetency are also fiequently based on expectations and measurements of 

accomplishments such as building groundbreaking progratm (Andrea 3: 19). meeting institutional 

expectations for counselling outcornes (Sara 4: l9,2O), and ciient suecess stories: "acpaiences 

where people reaily took hold and changed their iives, and t h t  made me feel like 1 was on the 

right track; I was in the nght profession" (Lori, 1 :20). 

Howwer, there are many things that can undermine wnfidmce. Extanal rneaswes that 

make one feel successfùi and confident one &y cm make one fed like a f d u n  the next. 

Presumably, though a counseiior's job is to heip people make their lives M e r ,  this is not always 

going to happen. When one does not get the affirmation one expects tiom positive ciient 

outcornes or kudos f?om peers it can be a humbüag m e n c e .  "You can have a redy bad day 
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or a reaily bad thhg happen between a ciient and 1 thhk 'oh, that was honid'" (Liz 1:36), and 

"there are days when you thinL îhis b going mwhere, or you f d  a bostility of the resistmce of 

people" (Lon 1 :20). When others question one's credibüity that can also dennine feelings of 

confidence, such as when it is questioned by the legal system or other profdonal bodies (Lii 

1 :6,7). 

One can also underait one's own feeling of cornpetence through selfdoubt, or by not 

trusting instincts and abilities (Andrea 29) .  Because "the work is so Unportant, 1 cm get h o  the 

place of sitting here with somebody and thinking '04 I'm not as present as I should be' " (Alite- 

2:7). During difficult persona1 times feelings of incornpetence can sneak in: "weU nobody WU 

corne to see me anymore because 1 [can't] get it together in my own We" (Lori 23). 

While overd feelings of competency increase and becorne more stable over time, the 

participants continue to be plagued by its fluctuation. 

It doesn't [fluctuate] the same way as it used to. When 1 fust began it reaily did. It was 

like: 1 had it, I lost it, I had it, 1 Iost it, where'd it go? (laughter) depending on what hour 

you asked me or who came into my office. It dasn't in the same way, it's much more 

stable, it's much more in the foundation at this point (Sara, 35). 

It appears that the most important f a  .bout confidence is that it "cornes and goes" (Gwen 1:29, 

Rita 1 :22), maybe for good reason in that it keeps counseiiors humble and pushes them to keep 

improving. While Alice trusts tbat ber edudon  and exjmïence have built her competency, she 

says, "1 still wrestle with that sometimes. And 1 think that's probably a good thing. 1 think that if1 

started to think that 1 was a d y  competent I'd k dangaous (laughta)!" (1: 10). 
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Theme 8: Sha~ed P e r s - m ~  

Participants felt tha! bcçorning a c0ulseUor hs bean a centrai influence in creating or 

shaping their perspective on a variety of levels. They specincaiiy Qted perception of reility, 

spinhiality, and socid-politicai perception to bave been intluenced. During a lifetUM PU people 

shifl their views in response to a vari- of experiences, no matter what theu occupations. 

Counsellors acknowledge other factors whkh contritbute to th& dmlopment in addition to the 

counsehg: "it's reaiiy bard to determine what caused what" (Alice 2: 12). adding, "1 thinlc it rnay 

be something that happens getting 01da too" (3 :7) . The counselliag profession rnay be 

exceptional in its ability to faattate development in the prsctitioners as it ftnctions to help people 

change and live more fiilfilling lives. It may therefore accelerate growth and shape beliefs in 

specific ways. 

Being a counseilor involves king exposed to and then involved in the stories and iives of 

many different people. It involves leamhg a variety of theones about people, and the systems they 

exist in. The cumulative impact r d t s  in a changed perspective. "I've reaüy had to look at all my 

beliefs" (Liz 2:32). For =me7 Like Gwen, her "wodd view has graduaiiy shifted, if 1 tracked it 

fiom when 1 was twenty to now, 1 mean it's in a very different placen (2: 19). Sara reflected on 

how becorning a unioseilor pro* perspective: "It's the lem that we see things through" (2: 1). 

People's "thinking is influenceci" (Gwen 1:24), beliefs change (Liu 2:23,35). For others. new 

awareness is created, as Rita descriôes, 

1 developed a world Mew, 1 neva acîually had that before (2: 18) .... 1 now have some 

beiiefs and valu es.... 1 ôelieve that people should dl k treatcd well, 1 believe that people 

should live safdy and not be hit, 1 küeve al t h s e  Liads of things. And 1 didn't even biow 

they were things to k ôetieved or not before (2:20). 
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Like Rita, participants' vaiues, or perceptions of what is important, were shapeâ and strengtheued 

(Lin 1 :24,3O; Gwen 2:20; Sara 2: 16). 

One specEc vahe tht wru dEected was spiritualiîy. Participants refiected on the e f f i  

counseUing bas had on their spiriniality. Ln and Gwen both ülustrated the belief that spiriturlity is 

something intemal, rather than extenial. This point is iliustrated by Gwen stating "that's now how 

1 want to Live ... and it's not a reIigious t.bing...It's more a sense of how we're connected to the 

divine, or source of being", a sentiment e c h d  by Liz, 'My religion is within mysdf . . its more of 

a personal thïng n o s .  One of Andrea's positions imrolved traditional Aboriginai spirituai 

responsibilities. 

That &êcted me personaiiyY 1 begcui to see how much of a difference it makes to integrate 

that spiritual part of wrselves into not ody our work, but also in ... our lives. So, that 

started to happen when 1 was leamhg at work and sort of transfmed in to my personal 

Iife (Andrea 2: 1). 

She added that learning about the impact of Christianity on Abriginai cultures challengecl her 

own Christian religious beiiefk "it did b ~ g  into question a lot of belidi that I thought that 1 had 

and now were being shaken" (2:2), Y realîy grew spintually duMg that time"(2:6). 

Due to the high arnount of negative material counseUors are exposed to, there is a chance 

that they rnay perceive the worid to be a bad place. While participants expressed a heightened 

awareness of the negative they quickly oouatered it with an awareness of the possibility for good. 

Kaving worked extensively in trauma counseiling Alia was stiU able to say " I don7t thmk the 

world's gone to heU, 1 thhk thae's a lot of goodness and joy in the world, and 1 W<e to thiak 1 

notice that too" (2:6). Lu also reflected "yw could get Wre that for a while, you'd féd 

preoccupied about the dark ride of He, ....but maybe 1 became more redistic which isn't bad 
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either". Participants also reflacted on how the work .ffiats their sense of S a f i ,  "working witb 

women who are abused and you see thor lrids c ~ y  &y. Tht aiso afkcts how you see the 

world, how you view your d k t y ,  how you look a reiationships tbet you're in" (Aüce 3: 19-20). 

These participants have fouad ways to balance thcir perspective by using positive images, 

atteading to the good in people, and tememûering people's potential for change. "It could get 

very dark just looking at W. It's m t  aU black But it can get üLe that some days or some weelrs" 

(Liz 2:26). 

Another speafic change in perspective is an expandeci awareness of social and political 

issues. Classes and literature that provide a background to understand social and political systems 

as weU as the impact these systems have on clients, make thse issues corne to We: 

When 1 got into the social work prognm I didn't think I wu r d y  naive, but 1 r d y  was. 

AU of a sudden we were inundated with contempomy social weWhre issues. So I'm 

inundated with women's issues, poverty issues, history of Aboriginal people, and abuse 

.. -1 was overwhehned with al1 that negativity and it started to change my world view 

(Andrea 1 5-7). 

Alice adds "I think I'm much more aware of sociai issues than 1 might bave b a n  if1 hadn't done 

this kind of work ... so it's Ineded me on that 1- politidy, I'm much more interestecl in the 

aspects of the culture and politics that &éct people's l i v d  (2:6 ). For Rita it opened up a 

previously unknown world that she would lrta corne to embrace: "1 never knew there was such a 

thing as feminism unid 1 went into social work" (1 : 14). 

For Andrea, who 8 ,  up in a protected and nurturhg home, these new awuai.sses wefe 

shockhg and overwhelming at times. Such shif€s in perspective are dE~cult, yet they are still 

looked upon favorably: 
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I'm tired of seeing the wodd thmugb my eyes...but I'rn g r a t a  because 1 wouldn't want 

to be so naive or uninformed, or egOcentric tbat I didn't rrcognize the tmth of the way ai i  

of us as people have to d a  in our h e s  (2: 14)' ... 1 gucss 1 feel me I get it.. .I'm Mer  

off without [those old beliefi]. So 1 think that's a gift I've go- fiom the work (3: 18). 

Theme 9: Channeci Percebtion of PwDI~ 

Becqmîng a cou11se1lor also affects participants' paceptions of people. Three main 

impacts were addressed by the participants: respect for the resiliency of people, bdief in people's 

abiiity to change and seeing 1 people as equal. 

Witnessing dents' lives and stniggles shows counsdlon the resiliency people can p o s e s .  

Resiliency can be described as  the ability to grow and thrive despite harsh circumstmces. Nice 

says that c w n s e h g  has "given me an appreciation ... for the tenacity of the human spirit, that 

conviction of people's strength saying "one thhg that rcllly JtriLes me is the rrnliency of people. 

I'm just in awe of that. 1 have so much respect for the way people process their lives" (1 :4). 

A fundamentai part ofresiliency is the potential for people to grow. Participants expressed 

their belief that ail people posses the ability to change th& lives. As Sera says " 1 t h k  a's 

changed my view in t e m  ofeverybody has the poss'bility of growing in one way" (3: 10). This 

view was supported by other participants' beliefj in people's capability to take responsibiiity for 

their lives and comrnit themseives to making changes. 

Being a counsellor has provided the opporauiity for participants to meet and comect with 

people with whom they othemk mry m t  hve  bd contact. Tbir opportunity is a good M for 

those who entered the field based on an interest of peuple (Lit 1 :4,10,30,3 1; 2:6, Rit. 1 :3, Alice 

1 : 1'4; 3 :2, Gwen 2:27, Lon 1 4). Y've been so d c h e d  by meehg so many diffêrent people of 
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ali ages, of all walks of WC'' (Lon 1 : 10). This appties not ody to thaapaitic reIationships but dso 

to the developmeot of fiiendship 'Tm rally thrnldiil for the diversity of my relationships. If1 

hadn't gone into social work 1 w d d  wt have th&' (Aadrrci 2: 14). 

By working with a varïety of people who are stniggling with personal and interpersonal 

issues cowrseUon lem that human der ing  is an equaîizer- 'Wyou're in trouble with y w s d f i t  

doesn't matter what age you are or what salary y w  d e ,  you're in trouble and so you need to 

work through that and get some help with th.t" (Luri 1: 10). Counseliors do not sec tbemselves as 

any different in regards to healing " r d y  the truth is 1 don3 belim my journey is any different 

fiom someone eise's joumqr. Altbwgb 1 mi@ struggle with different issues or 1 Wght struggle 

with a d E e r e t  history for sure they're pardel" (Sara, 3:2). 

1 More Accwtinq Theme 10: Less hdnementd 

The need to remaui objective as a comsellor requins the suspension of judgment. Ail 

participants described the impact of being les  j u d g d .  "There are so m a ~ y  dinaait  people in 

the world and they live in so many diffkrent ways and thae's al1 b d s  of variations on things, 

who's to say what's right or wrong? The longer I'm in counsehg the clearer that gets" (Rita 

2: 17). 

Being Iess judgmental meins being o p  to a variety of possibilities and becoming more 

accepting of people and th& tir-. 

1 think 1 can more e d y  now accept people who are vay dierent fiom me, and not ody 

accept them but sort of embrace them rather than be feamil. That's where it cornes fiom, 

it cornes fiom féiu. When then is judgexnent anci aiticism of other people, it's based in my 

own fear. Accepting o h  people POows me to let go of some of my own fm and sec 

how wondem<lly r d e n t  tby are, how mucb 1 owe thaa mped &on 2:16). 
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Liz adds that because sbe is non-judgancarrl and open to a wKty ofpossibiities, it has aUowed 

her to dwelop more inclusive &es and be cornfortable with non-traditional roks and people 

(1 :24). 

Theme 1 1 : Increased PsychoI~@cal nesg 

The development of psychological-mindedness was another important effect describecl by 

participants. A combination ofthe curiousity in people that prompt& many participants to be 

counsellors, coupled with the desire to leam which keeps them in the profession, generates a 

propensity to be 8nBzyticai as illusiratcd by Lu  when sbe said, "[I'm] vay curious. And always 

wanting to l em .  And always wondering why did that person do bat or how did they get to that 

point in their Me. Almost too dytical" (25). They describeci how this ability to be aware of and 

have insight into psychologicd processes spins over hto their personal lives in a way that is 

sometimes a gift and other t hes  inhibitmg. '1 feel Wre 1 sometimes am overly analytid, and so 1 

was saying that absolutely, that notbing is just simple anymore ..Tm so tired of having to anelyze 

this stuff ali the the.  1 just want to ben (Andrea 221). A heightened awaireness of human 

behaviour and social dynamics was aiso ülustrated: '1 think 1 have a r d y  finely tuned antennae, 

so if S m  in a public place and 1 see dynawcs that are the least bit suggestive that somethhg isn't 

okay, I'm noticing that" (Alia 2:2). T k y  dso demonstrated that with Uisight ÿ o u  see how 

things are going to happen, you $et a Iittle intuitive" ( A b  3:4), which can translate into not 

being surprised by people or outcornes (Liz 1 :24). 

Psychologid-mindedness invoîves an element of looking-below-the-dace and around- 

corners, which for some translates into not h g  able to "mjoy sometbg for the present 

moment. 1 have trouble dohg tht" (Liz 29). Psychotogical-minddne~~ can also interfère with 

spontaneity as Andrea says, Y can't jupt go! Because 1 hm to think about evexything that 1 don 
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(2121) and Aîice agrees, T m  l e s  spontancous. I'm mich more tboughtfiil md absorbing of 

thuigs, anci considering of things t h  1 used to be. So it proôabiy gets in the way of spontureity" 

(2:9). This phenornenon may be best desaikd by the catch plinse 'anaîysis padysis7 (Quinion, 

1996). 

Theme 12: Increased Introsmdon 

Becoming a counseIIor leds to greater introspective. Introspection is the ability to rdect 

upon one's own internat experience. It is to be psychologicaliy-miaded about oneseif Participants 

describe themselves as more introspective7 &g themdves puestions lbwt who they are, who 

they want to be, how they an wming across, how they are simüar or dissimila to other people, 

questioning their motives, and puzzüng about the meanhg of new experiences. Y think it's made 

me more introspective, and I'm catUnty much more aware of my issues in my own M e  because of 

doing this work with other peopIen(Aiice 1 :4). 

Theme 13 : Increased Self-Aw- 

htrospection or ~e~refiection is a proass which places people on the path to greater self 

-awareness. Sewawareness is an understanding of oneseif and one's processes. Ail of the 

participants saw themselves as more self'-aware in a varîety of ways as a result of beconhg a 

counsellor. Andrea related being more aware of ber needs (3:9) and preferences (2: 18); Sara, of 

her reason for beiig and h a  pasonai jouniy (2:2 1); Li4 of her reactions (2:23) and personal 

strugsies (2:38); and Gwen, ha coping (35). Rita fd s  a large shüt occucred for ha: 1 âidn't 

really have a sense of who 1 was, what tbings meMt and what my philosophy of life wodd be" 

(1 :24), now 

1 fed pretty strong in sow ways, that I don't tW 1 did More, I'm pretty clear about 

who 1 am and what is important to me, a d  what I'm gohg to put my aiagy into, and 
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what kind of tbings I'ii kt go o s  a d  how 1 f e l  .bout tllngs (Rita 392). 

Self-awareness is aa euaib*l component for king tesp0~'ble.  Personai responsiiility is 

displayed by a person who holds hcnelfaamntable for meeting ber d s  and wants wMe taking 

into consideration the boundaries and feelings of others and maintainhg an awareness of the 

impact her behavior has on hasdfand others. AU of the participants demonstrated that they have 

become more personaily responsi%Iee It involves being more independenî, seIf-reliant, and owning 

and separating one's feelings ancf behavior from others. Rit. dures 'Tm respomiblc for my Me, 

and if1 want to make changes thy have to wme fiom me, which is the biggest thing 1 leamed 

from becoming a counsdor" (2:2). 

see myself as the master of my o w  desthy" (Rita 3:21). "1 began to believe in my own 

power to take care of myselfand to be able to make things happen'' (Lori 2: 19). These statements 

also reflect the sense of  empowerment found in king responsible. "Take responsibîility for your 

own life and for those of your children. That's whaî 1 believei. (Liz 2: 18). 

The impact of the participant's behavior on 0th- translates sirnply for Sara into 'l treat 

people the way I wouid want to be treated'' (4: 12). Gwen also says she has been "digging much 

deeper into my own patterns and much more with an eye toward ownhg my own behavior as 

opposed to blaming [others],, (2: 15). A connection betweai psychologid-mindedness and 

responsibüity is iüustrated by au exaqmated Andrea Y have to think about everything 1 do! 1 

have to think about whether it's healthy, or whether it's gohg to  be good for me, or if I'm gohg 

to compromise rny integrity, or is it huRttl to somecme dse...it's endless!" (2:2) 
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Theme 15: Increased Self-Esteem 

Participants artidaîed that b m h g  a counseUor made than f d  better about 

themselves. This increase in seItksteem cited by participants was attriied to a wiety of 

and personai growth. Gwen portrayed how her sucass and visibüity in the field led to fàîiing in 

love with her own image (1 : 14). which p d e l e d  Andrea's insight "Ws been good for my ego* 

(3: 19) as it gave her permission to f d  okay about h d a n d  foais on herseIf (3: 16). A variation 

of how doing the work buiids seIf-esteem requires understanding that the person is the tool to do 

the work; "that was r d y  exciting that you use yourseif. It lriad of mode sense that you're 

valuable and you have something to offer, so 1 th* it changed rny Mw of myself ... [before] 1 

didn't really have any seIf-esteetni' (2: 15). Lu a d d r d  the fact that another contributor to 

higher selfssteem is personal growth, "I worked through a lot of that sain; so that makes my 

self-esteem bette? (2:37). As 4 t h  confidence in wunselling . b i s  participants saw fluctuations 

in esteem and room for fiirtha improvement. "It wavers al1 the the" (Rita 2:lS). Y think I'U 

probably struggie with that forevef' (Liz 2:37). 

Theme 16: Intense Work Reauirin~ - Personal Energy 

One difference between counseiiing and other professions may be found in the expenditwe 

of emotional energy that is required to be present for others, to bear witness to painful and oAen 

traumatic experiences, and to use one's being as the tool to heilitate change. For novice 

counsdors this may be partidarly o v e r w h e ~ g  as tbey hve not had the opporaullty to 

develop cornpetence and futh in thek abiiities or establish ways to cope with what they are 

hearing- Alice recounts what it was We for her at the start of her career whkh coincided with the 

time period when trauma and abuse were becorning major tbarpaitic issues, 
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I thïnk that 1 was more dTcncd by things 1 hard initially. WC were astwnded ri w h t  we 

were hearing ..l saambled, and 1 felt knocked off bdance lots. 1 an f a 1  knocked off 

balance but ... I'm not reacting to the dnmi of tbiogJ as rnuch as 1 used to (2:17-18). 

Gwen aIso vividly recails an experience eSrty in her education: 

1 remernber the power of it, the power of reachg into wmeone's story üke t k  And 

having such awareness of the impact of her story on me... and 1 was just stmck with the 

power of the poignancy and loneliness 1 felt (2:2). 

Participants talked about the intensity of the work a d  also the personal energy that is 

required for a one-sided interaction: "it's exhausting work" (Li 1 :29). "I put lots of energy into 

being intensely present with peopk" (2:2), "its vay draining, 1 nnd it M y  does take a lot of 

energy" (Aüce 2: 13). In regards to the emotiond impact of hearing terrible s t o n a  daily, Alice 

raised the issue of "secondary trauma... 1 t h k  it definitely a i s  me on some level. 1 don't thbk 

you can have it not affect yod' (2:4). Siniilarly, Andrea talked about reading, 

police reports about sexual abuse or physicai abuse disclosures.. .with pidwes. ..seadin8 

graphic details of children's disclosures, and 1 don't biow whae we put that in our body. 

Fm not sure how we uury thai or what we do with that. There were h e s  when 1 

couldn't read anymore. It was just so t d b l y  unhealthy to be exposeci to that day and 

night (2:12). 

Theme 17: Feelinscs of Powerlessmq 

Many people enter counseüing out of the desin to bdp 0tb.r people. When thy are not 

able to provide assistance in a way th& has winMg for thm or to the degree that they would like 

they can feel powerless. When ciients do not make the expected gains, counselioo can f a 1  

ineffectua1 and unrewarded h their work ( R h  1 :20), or kcruse clients typically address issues 
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that are not goiag welî ia then lives COUI~S~UOTS mty wt hm about the thing~ tbrt ~e gohg wdl 

or al1 of the client's suc cesse^. Also, 

you don't see inmedate gratification for what you do. It mi@ be two or three yeiur 

down the road they send you a Christmas card and say this is whaî's happening- And you 

couid have been the impehis for thai, but bw do you know? So, you bave to be lDnd of 

patient. You just don't sa instant resuhs fiom tliis wock (Liz 2:9). 

At times there are alsa systemic restrictions placeci on counse11ors which render tbem 

powerless such as caseloads that are unreasonab1y high (Andrea 3:3), a lack of resources (Andrea 

3:4), having to work according to someone else's agenda (Andrea 3:21, Lon 2:18), or a 

workplace orientation that is contrary to a counscllor's bdiefk (Andrea 2: 17, Lu 1 : 10, Lori 2: 18). 
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Themes o f  Intemersonal Imw 

Table 2 
-- - 

Themes of Interpersonal Impact r 
Theme 1 : Reaction of Mers 

Theme 2: Communication Improved 

a) Skills Improved 

b) Speak so M e r s  Cm Hear 

c) Disclor More Appropriately 

Theme 4: Clearer Boundaries 

Theme 5: Isolation 

a) Retreat fiom Interaction 

b) Nature of Work 

Theme 6: Need for Affiliation 

Theme 8: Impact on Friendships 

a) Consciously Maintain 

b) Importance ofMutuaüty 

c) More Intimate 

Theme 9: EEect s on Partnering Relationships 

Participants f-1 that, in addition to the penoarl changes tht take place as one becomes a 

counsellor, interpersonal aôiies a d  reIationships am llso aEected. Not ody does becoming a 

wxinseilor have ïmpücations for bow they relate to others, it dso has implications for how o h  

relate to them. 
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Theme 1 : Radion of 0th- 

People relate to others based on certain -011s which an sometimes generaliuitions 

or stereotypes. Counseilors are no kss ükely to experience people relathg to than as caricatures 

of their chosen profession. People's reactions cen be characterized in one oftwo ways; t h 9  

either therapeutidiy or suspiciously. In descniig ha experiai~e, Sam Say% there's two 

main reactions. One, that paople WU teli you the most detded part of uieir story it a c o ~ k t d  

Party, or they run for the hills scared of you." (4:9). 

Relating therapeutically is exhibital by a p«son who engages in a conversation with a 

counseUor and discloses more deeply, o f h  in inappropriate ways, &an they would with other 

people. A related expectation is that the disclosure be one sided. "With a couple of people it 

hasn't been a very good experience, they want me now to îisten to aii their troubles, but it's vay 

one sided and they get mad at me XI am (counselior We)" (Lori 3: 10-1 1). Rita had a M a r  

experience in the workplace; "they saw me as a cornseilor and bad a wbole lot of ideas about 

what that would be.. .th& 1 wouldn't talk but I'd be available to them" (2:29), "so 1 think that 

some people thought well, you're a counsellor and you should be a certain way, which was mostly 

sweet and loving and iistening. Anci meanwhile 1 wanted to taik" (3:8). Liz (2:s) and Lon (3: 15) 

also cited that in general people are intaestecl in tallriag with them, which thcy attnite to th& 

ability to build rapport with esse and communicate effectively and openly. 

In contrast, when relating nom a position of suspicion, people are distrustfiil and 

guarded. This can apply to new soMl Jiautions as Lori descn'bes, "thae's a wariness swietimes 

that 1 notice. Then's a sense of 'don't try that on me' or an uncauiaty of how to behave with 

me.. .it cm be a little threatening for thcmn (Lori 3 : 15). Sara recou~lted ha husband's reflection on 

their first meeting at a retreat: 
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XI hKw what y w  did 1 never wouid have gottm close to you. 1 wouid have never 1.üd 

to you. I would be so scared you'd analyse me and figure me out 1 w d d  hve never m a 

million years discussed anytbiag with you (3:8). 

This pattern of relating extends to familiar and iatimate social &cles: "it got to the poim where 

people were me, 'whoa, we better be carefid because Andrea's here' " (13). Alice (35)' 

however, found that neither of these reactions were typid of ber eXpenence and that h a  

relationships were balance4 which was dso a large part of the other participants' relaîionships 

which will be disaissed directly. 

Theme 2: Communication Im~roved 

AU participants confimeci that their communicaticsn skills were improved by th& 

professional experience. Communication is the means by which the counseiiing proass happais. 

Therefore, it is essential for counsellon to skiiiîùiiy express themselves and undastand others to 

be effective. The communication skiiis gained through the preparation for and the practice of 

counselling becorne integrated and generalize to the professional's personal We. 'Tm a much 

better communicator by fat than 1 would have been if 1 hadn't done this work" (Andrea 3: 19). Y 

have more communication skills than 1 might otherwise have had, that are thae in my personal 

situations as weU as my professional situations, so thy reaUy do m e  me weUn (Aüa 2:9). These 

range in degree f?om basic to a d v d .  Participants found that fundamentid skins were irnproved, 

such as listening (Liu 2:4) and paraphrasing (Sara 2:24). as well as more highiy deveIoped skiils 

such as empathy (Atice 3:4). 

Just as it is part of r cc~l11se110r's job to te& "clients how to commmiC8te in a way that 

people a n  hear them" (Sara 3: 1 5)' counsellors un rlso besKfit h m  this vahiable Lnowledge. 

Particîpants found that they have been d e  to utiüze this for themselves. Delivering chaenging 
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messages in a way that is non-threaîening has meant for Lu tht she sp& fiom her own 

experience without expectations of others (1 :26). Andrea's conununication style is now 

characterized by greater assertkenes and equanùnity: 

if someone says or does somethllig that 1 nad offensive or unlliformed I'm a lot more 

gentle in my approach with that aad a lot more humorous.--1 don't get angry... 1 

communicate things in a much more r-1 b d  of way, and Sm usually able to say 

what 1 need to say or I'm able just to let it go (3: 1 1). 

Several participants portrayed luving learned to disclose more appropriately in relation to 

the amount and the nature of mstenal disclosed, as well as to whom, Once Rita learned about 

effective communication she was excited to use it, in contrast to the behaviours of her repressed 

childhood. She says, 

1 swung the other way and 1 was expressing myseifd over the pl sce... 1 didn't have any 

limits and so 1 was kind of discount ed... so it's oniy in the last couple of years where I've 

been able to lrind of keep a lid on it and try not to speak so spontaneously, and try to thinL 

about and say it in a way people want to hear (3 : 18). 

Liz also found that she changeci the amount she disc10ses~ " 1 was always too open. When most 

people corne into counsehg, they p r o M y  have to leun to open up, 1 bad to leam to shut up" 

(2:40). 

For others the nature of disclosure changes so that they express themselves on a more 

intimate level. Y'm able to share my process ... of what is going on inside ...as a counseIIot I've 

leamed to do that" (Gwen 3:3). For Andrea this includes shsring the impact of becoming a 

counseUor with her f d y  and niends so that thy are Mer able to und- ba (35). 
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Theme 3 : Increased Assrth- 

Participants felt that becoming 8 d o r  bPr cuhivated thm assertiveness sicüls. 

Assertiveness is the abiiity to d e  a statement in a clear and ûïrect way that is neither passive nor 

aggressive in order to maintain or defend one's integrity. This has meant fincihg and using their 

voices to get their needs met. Rita recounts her experience in University courses, "the difference 

was if1 had questions, 1 asked them..l had never done that before ... 1 just w d  answers, or 1 

wanted to understand.. .and apparently it was kind of an okay thhg to do" (2:4). ûther times 

assertive self-expression is necessary to defend against 0th- wmpromising one's nghts. 'Tve 

had to r d y  stand up for my rigbts and who 1 am as an individuai" (Liz 2: 15). Y've leacned how 

to teii people what 1 think and still be able to maintain relationsbips with thernn (Andrea 2: 18)- 

Theme 4: Clearer Boundaries 

Participants feel that they have developed clearer boundaries. Boundaries are estabfished 

around the expectations of what one is wiliing to do and wbt  is acceptable treatment by others. 

This setting oflimits is importpnt in orda to maintain a balance. Becriuse the work is so intense t 

can be consuming. This ïntensity, combined with a desire to help others, cm predispose one to be 

overly involved in work. 'I've been forced to save myself fiom being too fat into this, I've had to 

lem to protect myself. .. ten years ago 1 didn't know how to say "No, 1 won't do that, this is 

what I reaily thllik.... 1 guess the best &ce I would give is, trust when you know that you can't 

do anymore" (Andrea 3:20). Anotha important boundary to be mrintained is to not behave 

therapeuticaüy in one's personai relationships. Given the integration of professional experience 

into personal and the resulting wngruency, c0ullseUon need to fhd a way to maintain a different 

fiinction in personai relationships: 

1 hop that 1 don't become a lsnd of professonal cuunseIIor in al1 my relationships. 
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Because it's not appreciated ud it's not help fiil... So, I need my sWs, but I don't need to 

be the 'co~fl~eIIor' in that seîîhg. So it's a bdancing act 1 guws ( Lori 2: 14). 

Sara concwred, "that's funny because most people wili cal1 me, 'Sara, I'm in trouble'. Like, 1 

have no desire to offer that in that way- 1 don? care to be th& therapist. It's so not what I want 

fkom a fkiend" (2:6) ... "the distinction that lays before me is one, I'm not taking them on theu 

joumey, and two, they're mutuai" (2:6). 

Theme 5: Isolation 

Participants experienced isolation in two main ways. One was the sdf-imposecl isolation 

that results fiom needhg tirne alone in order to manage the intense nature of the work and use of 

personal energy: 

Its made me more hermit like, 1 like to spend my thne alone. 1 thllik because 1 put lots of 

energy into beig intensely present with people, 1 replWsh by not having to interact. So 1 

like to spend a lot of solitary tune. I'm not keen on a lot of intense personal interaction 

(Alice 2:2). 

She acknowledges this as the downside to counseIling for her penonally, and says she tries not to 

withdraw. Andrea reacts similady: 

1 cope by shutting out. 1 can't give out anymon.. .. I've talked to a hundred S o n  

[people] in my day and 1 don't want to taik to anyone anymore. So 1 get isdoted. Even if 

my doorbeli rings, the's times 1 don't enswa it (35). 

Isolation also uui result fkom the independent nature of the work as weiî as the restrictions 

of confidentiaüty. The lack of social intaoaion cm result in feling ait off f?om others. This 

form of Ioneliness is m o n  prevalent in private prrctitionas working alone, than it would be for 

wunseilors who have the CO-workas in their office for buih-in support, sbaring of ideas, and 
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water cooler chats. 'Wh you're w o w g  in isolation, 004 ifs hard, because you haven't got 

people to taik to .... It' s pretty Io*, and for an extrovert it CM h m e  burdensome (Lie 1 :l2). 

Gwen, who is in private prdce, missed sharing ideas and social interaction, or 'water cooler' 

conversations of a less isdated workplace. She says that soci ai isolation has "two dimensions to 

it. One was just social shiff, where somebody says 'hey, did you see that show on TV last night .-.. 

But the second piece was ...bang in a creativity hothou se... 1 miss texribly that stimulation" (1:3 1). 

This, combined with the pressure of king solely responsible for the therapeutic process 

can wmpound feelings of isolation. Liz (1 : 12&15) and Sara (44) con- that while having 

fieedom and control over the counselliig procffs is part of the appeal, it ais0 means king the 

only one accountable for it. 

Confidentiality restricts counsdlors fiom sharing detds of clients and sessions and limits 

them to sharing the essence of an interaction and their experience of it. However, confidentiality 

can be overimposed to the degree that counseUors becorne unable to talk about anythhg work 

related. "It was a very lonely job offen. Who do you tdk to? You can't talk to anybody because 

you're trying to keep wnfidentiality dl the the" (Lori 1 : 17). For all of these ciraimotances, 

participants talked about setting up p a r  supports and supe~sion to combat the isolation and 

loneiiness. 

Theme 6: Need for AffXation 

AU people have a n e d  for affiliation, a need to feel that t h y  belong with a pason or 

group of people. The sp&c need for affiliation that developed for several participants was that 

of associating 6th people who wae me-minded or doing tbe same work as them- Sara 

describeci her graduate work expaïence, "I think just fitting into a group of people that dso are 

still excited about leaniing aôout people, that thought that thLP was their land of cdhg. That's 
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probably the most exciting part" (3:2), "it was üke coming ho me... I'd finally found the network 1 

was looking for" (Sara 2:22). The need to f d  understood and have a s k e d  eXpenence with 

others provides people with a sense of belonging. Nonmi idon  and validation provide the 

security of knowing that othas WU accept t h .  This is refiecteâ in Lori's feelings about fonning 

a peer support group: "I wanted to do it because 1 needed that camaraderie, colkgiality, that 

feeling that other people were stru-g with the same issues 1 was" (1 : 17). Andrea ais0 found 

value in her coworkers: ''They were people living their Gves just like me, but they were exposed to 

sornething every day that 0 t h  people couldn't possibly fhthom. So tbey got itn (3: 191, "1 can just 

be with them, and 1 don't always have to explah myseü" (Andrea 3:8). Frequently, meeting this 

need means developing new relatiooships. 

Theme 7: Sense of Se~arateness 

Finding a person or grwp of people to which one feels a sense of kinship is especially 

important because participants ofim fa1 different or separate fkom people who are not having 

similar experiences or shifts in beüds. "1 tbink that the exposure means that we are fish out of 

water in relation to most peoplen (Andrea 2: 14). This sense of siienation can also extend to 

people with whom they had previously been close and with whom they now have a hard t he  

What was really difficult in that tirne period when 1 was in school was that most of my 

fiiends - I've grown up in suburbia - tbat 1 hung out with were not in social work. They 

weren't doing what 1 was doing, they weren't hearing what 1 was hesring, they weren't 

seeing what 1 was seeing, and 1 didn't h w  how to maintain my friendships with them 

because 1 felt like 1 w u  oAen putting my integrity on the he .  It was dificuit to sa things 

the way 1 saw them...even my language was dinaait than th&. We couldn't 
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wmrnuniute ahymon, ... these were my fiiends that I'd had since 1 was six years old and 1 

didn't know how to just relax with tbem (Andrea 1:7-8). 

Drifting away fkom people crin dso happen in h a g e s ,  as Rha (3: 1 1.12) and Gwen (25)  

indicated. When one pason in the relationship is chaugïng and growing and the other pason is 

not, or is changing and growing in incompatible ways. it can create a chasm between the two 

people- 

Another contribution to a sense of alienation is an unfùlfilled need for affiliation- Part of 

what one learns as a comsellor is the potentid and d u e  of intimate relationships. Once people 

are aware of the possibilities they are Jso going to be aware of when they are misshg out on 

them. When expectations of having those types of relationships are wunet a sense of 

disappointment and failwe un Mse.  Rita fals  she floundas somewhat in the realm of 

relationships because, despite knowing theoretically what one needs to do to have satisfjhg 

relationships, she has been unable to produce the desired &kt Md does not have many people in 

her Life she fetls close to: 'Tve been trying to cultivate f i d sh ip s  more so in those years ...a 

that was a big disappointment to me that this f&ulous circle of niends wasn't going to app& 

(2:9). 

The participants were United in the perception that becoming a counseîior had afEected 

their relationships with fiends in three specific ways: they vdued those relationships more, they 

were conscious about maintainhg the relaîionships, and t h y  felt th& niendships were more 

intimate. 

AU of the participants indicated that they vaîued their fnaidships. For Gwen, it is an 

important part of her identity: "my bKnQ give me a great deal. 1 really. realiy value fiiendship riad 
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treasure it and want it to developn (2:27)- 

Because there is value p 1 d  on these relationships, the participants discussed making a 

conscious effort to maintah and nwhire them- Triendship is really important..- you shouldn't 

take your fiiends for granted and just assume that they'n always gohg to be thae right" (Alice, 

2: 14). Lori explains that despite M g  b t r o v d  ''1 know that then's a nchness in our 

fiiendships that I don? want to hini my back on, so I nourish them for that resson. It's conscious 

that I do it. It7s deiiberate" (3:12). Other ways participants acknowledged wnsciousness in 

friendships were choosing fiends (Liz 25.3 : 13, Rita 3 : 2  Lori 3: IO), maintainhg regular contact 

(Rita 3 : 10, Gwen 3 : 12, Lori 3: 1 1). regularfy scheduling t h e  togetba (Alice 2:4.16), attending to 

conflict (Lori 3 : 14). king responsible for oneself (Lon 3 : 10, Gwen 2: 1 9). and maintainhg 

boundaries (Lori 3 : 1 1, Sara 3:3). 

Another factor related to friadships is the importance of intimacy within the relationship. 

Part of the development of intimrcy centres uound mutuality in the relationship. This rrciproc-1 

sharing daerentiates personai relatiomhips fiom therapeutic ones. "1 have no desire to have a 

one way Street because the truth is then they could be my cüents ..Tm really clear that a fiiendship 

has to be both ways, it has to be give and take.. .the fiict is there ha, to be something in that for me 

too, it's muhiai" (Sara 45). LU agrees, "I'd r aha  be with people who 1 can have a reciprocd 

kind of rapport with" (2:s). 

An additionai ingrdient in the creation of intimate fnendships is that the relatioiuhips 

have depth. '"îhere has to be a sort of depth or interchange between you and the paron that 

you7re niends with. And that's the biggest thmg, I'd say" (Lit 2:2). 'My buddiesn, Sara explains, 

'9 want to be close to my kart'' (45). This involves beiag abk to Ulk to nieads (and f'amiüe~) 

when one is in need of support (Aüce 3: 10). depth, honesty. intdty, and wüüngness to w o k  out 
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clifEcuities (Gwen 2:19), and drawiag energy fiom fiiends (Lori, 3: 12): "fiends are so fieling to 

me and connecting, some of  my fnendships just keep getting deeper u i d  deeper. 1 f d  iike 1 just 

need a couple of really, really good fnends to go to that depth with ... that t a  me is what nUs me 

up" (Sara 3:14). As previwsly discussed in relation to need for afnliation, many ofthese 

fiendships developed through education a d  work. T d  gone through Ed. Psych. and 1 loved the 

people there and 1 had intense relationships ... they're vay dear to me and we now have this long, 

long association ... they became rapidly vcry dear, and veiy much grew a part of the sarne story" 

(Gwen 1 :6). Parallel to the desire to have depth in relationships, three participants also apressed 

an intolerance for superficiaiity in reiationships and social situations. Participants also stated that 

they are equally Wrely to have fiiends who are and are not in the counselling or seMces fields. 

However, they wnfirnied that many valuable fiendships were created through education and the 

workplace (Sara 1:10, Aiice 1: 12.14, Andrea 1: 187267 Gwen 26,  Lon 3 2 ,  Rita 2128). 

Theme 9: Effects on Partnering Relationshi~g 

Partnering relationships are not exempt fiom the impacts ofbecbming a counseIlor7 

though the impact appean to vary depending on the developmental stage of the relationship 

during which changes OCCW. Whüe there are hucdles to ovacome in begllmllig any relationship, it 

seems that counseliors may have a few extra. Sara's account of her initial meeting with her fiitwe 

husband reflects how people's perceptions of counsellors can prevent two people fiom connecting 

(3%). Another b e e r  to fonning relationships is the previoudy addressed sense of King different 

or separate from others, generated by the fediag tluit others cannot understand the expenence of 

counseilors. This limits potential partners to those who fàil within this piMew. Once a 

relationship begins it cm continue to  be an issue: 

when 1 talk about.. .my work.. .then isn't the understanding that 1 wish that thcre was. ..I 
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feel like I don't hn the aiagy to teach him about tbis. 1 wmt to because I feei these 

good things in him, but this is so much a part of my expaierice that has brought me to 

where 1 am tbat 1 just want to be with someone who gets it (Anârea 2: 15). 

Howewer, t h e  are dm dangers d a t e c i  6 t h  partnerhg with others in th. field. 

"Sometimes when two people are in the same k h i  ofjob ... there's a bit ofa stroni thrt's put on a 

relationship ... 1 don't how ifit's a cornpetitive thing or if it's just a kind of gniting" (Lori, 3:2), 

"you can just get mired down in crap if that's ail you see everyday" (Andrea 2: 16). 

Beginning en education involves a refoczlsing of energies that can detract f?om previous 

interests and obiigations. Several pacticipants attesteci to bow mUnersed they becrme in their 

studies: "AN of a sudden now, I'm out there and in love with what I'm doing, and it was really 

easy to M d  of go ovexboard with that ... and ali of a sudden my energy's kind of withdrawn a bit, 

directeci somewhere else, to something he doesn't how what it is" (Gwen, 2:4). The changes 

that counsellors undergo pusonally can aeate an interpersonal gap, especially if the other partner 

remains the same. Not ody un drift ocair, but as people leun about humaa potential and make 

changes in their own iives there can be the expectation that others will change dong with them, 

and when tbey do not do th* voluntarily, the coullse110r can make attmpts to engage people in 

the change process: 

1 was on the elevator going up on this path and my husband was stiil on the same floor ... 

my irnmediate essumption was he'Ii want to join me on tbis path. Weil, he did not want to 

join me7 and ïndeed fdt very p>sbed. about my trying to aick hirn into tbis (Gwen 25). 

This pressure to change may lead to a tendency to behve tkqedcal ly in pasonal relationships 

and is most evident within partnahg relaîionships (Liu 2:5 Rita 2 5 ,  Gwen 25).  

Because becoming a ownadlor mates  a shiA in perspectives, it sometimes opens up the 
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d w r  to new poss'b'ities as iî did for Rit. whm she d e d  ba mmhge: "he becam more setticd 

in his ways and 1 becsme a f d s t ,  1 baMe a socid woika and 1 becarne a counseiior, and 1 

could be the face of change, lift didn't have to be th* way, and 1 weot and tumed [another] way" 

(3 32). Becoming a counsellor is cited as an important factor in the relationdaip enduis but not 

the only one. 

Despite the sapies tht an k piaceû on partnehg reIations)iips, theze are substantial 

benefits to be had as well. The slrüls ud knowledge gained by becoming a counseilor are seen as 

assets. The irnprovements in communication previously citeci ais0 apply in the context of 

partnering. Intirnacy and contlict mamganait are more ükely when one ahibits gr- seE 

awareness, responsibiüty, abüity to disclose, and ab- to cope. As Gwen says, "if1 could have 

[hadj the slolls that 1 bave m w  to [use in] my relationship with my ex-husband bock then, we'd 

still be together 1 think" (2: 16). 

Participants also reflected that t h y  perceiveci their partners to have acquired more respect 

for them and their work: 

1 think he fwls that what 1 have and the joumey that I've been though really helps him, 

supports him... 1 tbuik he was a bit clueless h temis of how to comrnunicate certain ways, 

or what feelings r e d y  were but that door got reaily opened up, but he was also willing to 

open the door and r d y  leam a tremendous amount of respect for what 1 am (Sara 48). 

Lon (3:3), Lu (2: 14). Gwen (3: 16) and -3 :20) conavnd that tbet par&ners gained a 

greater respect for them and thek wo& and saw themseives as infhaencing their partners' M e &  

and self-expression. 
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Theme 10: Effects on P d  

The four participants who am parents did fd that tbeir pinntiag wu affêcted but they 

did not expound on the issue a great d d .  Three of the four feit ï t  fkdhted their parenting. Lori 

spoke at length abwt learning from cbild clients and gaUlng respect for them. She says 9 think 

it's made me a better mother in some ways, and it's now makiog me a better grandmothef' 

(1 22)' adding, 

1 hop 1 iïstened better-..I hop 1 1-ed to respect my kid's process better and listen for it 

and not just be laying on platitudes fiom on high, but approaching them with p a t e r  

respect.. .I certaidy do thaî with my grandchildren. 1 have a great respect for children, 1 

thùik that helped (3 3)- 

Liz read parenthg and developmental books in an effort to leam to parent her children 

dserently than she had been parented. "Even when they were little girls 1 remember 1 was reaâing 

books on psychology and 1 tried these dinanit techniques. Some of them M e d  temily, but some 

of them were okay" (2: 17). She recognizes the ripple effect that h a  personal changes haâ on the 

whole family; "even dong the way I thinlr your -y grows because you demand certain things. 

And you h o w  the way you want things to be. And so y w  work towards that. And so it pushes 

the whole family dynamics to grow in some way" (2:2). 

Rita feels she has passeci dong to h a  child much of what she has lemed fiom becomuig a 

counsellor beginning with leavhg hh fithet so that her child did not see bis fatha treating his 

mothw badly, or see h a  mokl  an unhesithy relationship (2:26). In contrast to h a  own 

disengaged parents, sbe hs tMd to parent with direcb~s~,  opamesq and honesty, building 

boundaries that include how to treat ha anâ other people with respect (3: 13- 14). She has dso 

stressed the importance of effective communication and king able to get dong (3: 15). 
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Gwen was intenseiy i m r M  in mothering ad regrets tbrt sbe may have "backed off too 

much" (2:7-8). putly by viitue 0 t h  children becorning mon independent as teenagers, but also 

because she went back to school and Mted much of her energy to her studies. This resuhed in 

greater distance between ha ami hr cbildren than she would have Iüred, not uniilce the impact she 

perceives to have happeaed to ha Inarriage. "My world is blossoming. So, inevitably 1 think thae 

was dîstancece..The relationdip with my kds wu changhg a bit, just p d y  by virtue oftheir 

age, . . . 1 had a very intense reistioaship with my Irids.. . but 1 tliink 1 ôacked off too much" (2:2-8) 
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Themes of Gettinn the Most Out of lseconiiaa a Cowisenor 

Table 3 

1 Therne 1 : Need for Balance: RepleniPN Depkte 1 5  

Theme 2: Accept the Benef5ts ofBecoming a C o u d o r  

Theme 3: Define Life by More Than Work 

Theme 4: Focus on Self- Attend to Self-Care 

I c) Use Creativity 1s 

7 

5 

7 

a) Physid Activity 

b) Have Fun 

4 

5 

d) Enjoy Nature 

e) Meditate 

Theme 5 : Get a lot of Experience 

1 Theme 8: Take Vacations 14 

4 

4 

4 

Therne 6: Get support 

a) Peer Support 

b) Supervision 

c) Counselliling 

d) Work Conditions 

Theme 7: Take Solitary Time 

Theme 1 : Need for Balance: Reolenish / Dml- 

The key to getting the most out of becoming a COUllSeUor IKs in the need to have a 

balanced Life . This was cleady m important CO- u it wcu coiuistdy r a i d  by participmts 

and intenvoven throughout the otha thmes. Baiance is crea!ed and rnaintained when quai parts 

of give and take, replenishing anâ depletin& e s t .  Thae is vilw in derstanding the impacts of 

7 

5 

4 

7 

5 

5 
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being a counseiior so that people cm k prepared for tbem. Ways of workiag that amsider the 

impacts and make the work more rewarding ua be cregted, a d  htards can be dodged or 

mitigated. 

Theme 2: Acce~t the Benefits of Becominn a CounseUor 

The balancing starts by accepthg that becomlng a counse11or is not just about givïng; there 

are many things to be received as welL Counselling cm and shouid also bene& the counse11or. 

The personal potentiai, rewards, and vahse fiom bang a couasellor are substantial. The previws 

section is evidence that dl of the participants have gaineci personaüynallV Sara @e rnost directiy to 

the issue of how her profession has seMd as an important vehicle for growth in her personal 

journey: 

I don't do [the journey] for them, 1 do it for me. That's really important to be clear about. 

It's not iike this altruistic thmg. But as 1 do it that opens up for others to make that 

choice ... if you don't fili ywrsdfup then you have nothing to give to anybody else. And if 

you keep givhg out fiom an empty cup, you'njust sort of the martyr syndrome who 

gives to everyone to flllhU your needs or you nII yourseifup ... and let t flow f?om 

there ... and 1 thinl< if you filleci yourself up and never gave out that would be about t a h g  

and not giWig back (3: 11). 

Theme 3: Define LXe Bv More Than Work 

As was previously mention4 pacticipnts identifid how much they enjoyed and were 

rewarded by their work, and they also said that it d a s  wt define their lives. To avoid beimg 

consumeci by work it is necewuy to have a ni1l üfe outside of w o k  This can at times k a 

dficu1t commitment, as so much energy is used to couasd a d  personal dationships CM k 

taken for granteci. '7 know what ifs Iüre to do this work ad try to have awther We. 1 b w  how 
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hard that is. 1 feel afrad of letting it slip as bodly as 1 did 1- y& (Andrra 3: 1). Alia dso 

illustrates this danger: 

years ago 1 remanber my partner saying to me, when I would k just kind of quiet ud not 

wanting to relate, that the people that 1 work with professionally get the best of me and 

that she should get the best of me, so I've held tbat in my consciousness ... the same effort 

1 put in my proféssiod dationship is an efEort 1 have to put in my personal relationship 

(2: l8,3:8). 

''1 can't do this work without my fiends and M y .  1 ~ ' t  do this without my üfe at the end of 

the day" (Andrea 3 :W). Having many interests anâ investments helps to maintain a balance. " 1 

thuik other parts of my We are reaiiy important.. my relationship J'm very active, . ..my 

famiiy, ... my niends. So this is just part of it" (Aiice 2: 1 1). 

Theme 4: Focus on Self - Attend to Self-Cm 

The bais of counselling work is f d e d  in a one-way relationship wbae the undivideci 

attention of the counsellor is directed to a ciient. This exclusive foau on others during work 

requires time to focus on self to balance it out. 

It's interesting how we go around al1 day talcing a r e  of other people. and at the end of the 

day sometimes 1 can't even botha to wash my fiice before 1 go to M... if you're not 

carefbl you r d y  put y ~ ~ ~ ~ e I f l a s t  (Andrea 3:6). 

In addition, the personal energy depleted by counseUiog others nads to be replenished. 

To this end participants were uninimous in the need for sekare. Ci explains, "tefilhg yourself 

has to corne fiom yourseK. .because other people can't niInU your expectatio~~s" (39 ) .  

Selfkare is fiequently a d e l i i e  sort fkom participants: "Ia a lot of ways I've bdt  into 

mywenow, w a y m o r e t h n n I e v a d i d d t h n n i ~ t b c y ~ d ~ ~ m e a s w e ~ ~ ( G w a i 3 : 1 1 ) .  
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Sometimes, as above, seIf4are is used proactiveiy as a protective factor and 0th- times it is used 

reactiveiy to alleviate an immediate U1<1 spccific stressor- These participants, with a lot of 

experience behind them, have found a variety of ways to &tain balance in th& iives. 

To combat the sedentary nature of talk-therapy, physical acthity and exercise are 

wmmonly used. 'ïhere is contrast betweem the 'feeling' foaio of counsehg and the 'sensing' 

focus of exercise and nature. "It gives me back some of the joy and going to the gym fiees my 

body up to take in joy and let go of the other junk" (Andrea 3:8). Walking (Gwen 2:29, Andrea 

3 :4), biking (Lori 2: 17), hiking (Gwen 2:2 l), yoga (Gwen 3: 13) "cro~~-~~untry skiing, and snow- 

shoeing, and rolier-blading and saïiing a d  goffig (Aiice 2: 1 1). and gardening (Gwen 2:21) are 

other ways of promoting seWkare. 

In contrast to the complex and analyticai work of counsehg, t h e  for sirnplicity, fin, play 

and creativity are very important in the lives of counseîlors. As Sara says, Y work hard and 1 play 

hard ... my little kid [in me] needs t h e  to play and not be so wise...I give it permission to do that" 

(2:Z). Several participants identitied the replenishing and ôenefjcid effea~ of being outdoors 

(Gwen 2:2 1, Sara 2: 17, Andrea 3:4) "to f w s  on nature, is really replenishing" (Alice 2:4). 

Participants aiso addressed avoidhg other emotiody heavy things Wre intense, issue laden 

movies-of-the-week, reading the paper (Andrea 3 :6), or watching the news (Rita 2: 18). 

Meditation is also used to maintain f m s  on oneself to becorne more centred (Lon 3: 1) 

and calm and present (Liz 2: 12, Gwen 1 :28). Whüe counselhg quires aeative energy, other 

forms of creativity and generstivity such as writing, siaging, gardenirig, drama, art, and clowning 

ailow other outlets for sel f  expression. 
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Therne 5: Get a lot o f E d e n c ç  

In order to gain confidence in one's counselling B b i  and work in a way that is most 

personally and professionrlly satisfyiag it is important to ropuin as much knodedge as possiile. 

'Xeally do an ovmriew of al1 the theones out thae and r d y  o<perience lots, dezide '1 have no 

desire to do t h ,  this very much clicks' ...ge t a sense ofwhat's out there and what's possible" 

(Sara 3: 18). 

It is equally important to continue to chsrllenge o n d  to avoid complacency and be 

replenished. New challenges, goals, and taking risks fecd into the previously cited desire of 

participants to grow. Taking on âiificuh clients (Gwen 1:2). new jobs (Rita 2:2, Andrea 2: 12, 

Gwen 1 : 10. Lori 1 :9), and tryiag new theones and new ways of counseüing (Gwen 1 : 18 ) avoids 

a "been there done that" (Liz 244) feeling. Lori says, 

the danger for me is that if 1 find something that redy works well and 1 hear myselfusing 

the same approaches over and over, 1 think it's tirne I learned anotha way. 1 think tbat the 

way of seeing tbings geis you in a rut. 1 really don't want to do that (1 : 18). 

Theme 6: Get S u ~ ~ o r t  

The isolation and loneüness that participants addressed can be fougbt by getting 

professional and personal support from others. Participants' identified interaction with peen 

individually and in groups as king extremely valuabk. Coworkers can provide a built-in support 

system. The carnataderie was perticulariy important to Andrea: "the wbde idea that you're khd 

of in the trenches togetba saved me" (3: 18). P e a  support decreases isolation by providing a 

"social wmponent7* (Lori 1 : 17, Gwen 1 :3 1). people to "deôrief with" (Andrea 2:4, Gwen 1 :21), a 

''reality tester" (Lori 1 : 17). ''accountab'iüty" (Rita 1 :22), and other people to "kap up in different 

temtories of research" (Gwen 1:21). Peers can be used as a sounding board, or provide feedback 
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or a different perspective nlatiag to dinial issues as wdl as personal assistance. Iftbese 

relationships are not availabfe wjthïn the workplace, participants believe it is advisabk to create 

them with other professlonals. Supemïsion can provide motha, more formal proass of fdack 

Supervision fkom a senior colieague was Qted as especially necessary for a novice counsellor with 

a great deal of uncertainty (Sara 3 :4, Rit. 1 : 19 Lu 1 5). As cited eariier, participants tum to th& 

own counselIors to address personal issues that require more in&@ exploration- 

It is important for counseiiors to -te a work environment that is most fitting for them. 

Issues that need to be attended to are work setting Wta 2:2, Lh 1 : 10, Andrea 3 : 1 1, Lon 1 : 12). 

type of clients seen (Liz 2: 19,44, Aice 1 :9), caseIoad (Gwen 1 : 17, Lon 1 : 121, houn of 

availability (Gwen 3 : 12), and totai houn worked (Aüce 3 :3). It is important that each individual 

find the balance that suits her so that she wiU derive a maximum amount of satisfaction fiom the 

work. 

Theme 7: Take Soli tv Time 

Engaging empathicaüy with clients is an intense experience whkh uses emotional energy- 

To offset this e f f i  some thefgpists require s01itary the: "It's made me more hennit üke ... 1 thioL 

because X put lots of energy Uito h g  intensely present with people, 1 replarish by not having to 

interact. So 1 like to spend a lot of solitary tirne. I'm not keen on a lot of intense personal 

interaction" (Nice 2:2). 

Theme 8: Take Vacationg 

Again, because of the intaisity of the work and the effort requked ta integrate new 

material, counsellors need blodu of time completeiy away fiom the work. Longer periods of time 

off appear to be most rewarding. What I've leamed is that if1 take short blodco off I never rcally 

get a rest" (Alice 3: 1). Tt's exhausthg work. It means too that you almost have to have a break 
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fkom seeing clients because yw'njust havia8 a time wbae you'm sorthg d o u t .  1 rhould give 

my self a few months to do that" (Liu 1 :29). 

For a person to maintain a reasonable level of equil i 'bh whüe integrating any 

experience, it wouid seern to be crucial to keep an eye on maintaining balance and to take action 

when the scales tip tm heaviiy in one direction. 

The participants wae  impacted in numaous similar ways with subtie variations in the 

expression of each change that occutfed. nKy have utilircd their profdonal knowledge to 

facilitate their ability to establish, and continue to develop, ways to maintain balance in their Lives. 

This in turn dows  them to continue the integration of their profdonai and pasonal arpaiaices. 

reflecting the interactive nature of the integration processOCeSS 
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Chipter lIlI 

Discussion 

The purpose of this research was to identify how a career in the profession of counselling 

affects the individuai- While this focus was maintained, the findings show that the persanal and the 

professional cannot be fÙUy separated because of the interactive nature of the two, where each 

informs the other. The interview questions asked participants to separate the two, but it appears 

that the more integrated one is the more blurred the distinction between the two becomes. 

Although the themes reflect an important part of the participants' stories, they do not teil 

the whole story. The participants discussed many intensely interesthg aspects about themselves 

and their work that were not addressed in the results as they feil outside the scope of this research 

topic. 

The participants debriefed what the interview process had been like for them. They stated 

that it had been an expenence they enjoyed and that was good for them. They felt that the 

interviews were thought provoking. As Aiice said, "WeU, it's been fun, its been interesting to 

reflect on these things" (3: 15). Because their work requires counseilors focus on others, they 

welcomed the opportunity to  be the recipients of some attention: '7 hardly ever get t o  talk you 

know" (Rita 3 :28). For Liz and Andrea who were reassessing their career paths, the i n t e ~ e w s  

were a venue which ailowed them to reflect on where they had corne fiom and what those 

experiences had meant for them. 

One of the advantages of qualitative research is its descriptiveness. Despite thiq it stdi 

requires compartmentalizing similar concepts into 'boxes', which is difnu~lt t o  do because of the 

complexity of the participant matter, humamess, and it also overshadows some of the subtle 

differences and nuances. 
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Nonetheless, the r e d t s  repeatedly reflected that becoming a c0~11seIIor has d e t e  

effkcts on the wunsellors anâ th& reiationships. The bdhgs of this study are wiuistent with 

those fiom previous research. For these seven participants becomïng a counsellor bas provided 

the wntext and process for a varkty of changes, some more substantial than others. Overall, 

participants found these changes to be life mhancing despite definite pitfds. Participants reporteci 

being essentially happy people who are satisfied with their work. They felt that much of who thqr 

are is very much iinked to what they do. They attn'buted much of their personal development to 

becoming a counsellor, and in sharhg their perceptions they were aiso able to provide some 

insight into the process by which some of these changes ocnirreed. 

The benefits participants spoke of included growing personally, having greater social and 

political awareness, becoming mon accepting, psychologically minded, introspective, self-aware, 

and responsible, and having greater seIfksteem. Their perspectives of people changed. Having 

met a diverse cross-section of people, they appreciated people's resiliency and their sb'rlity to 

change. They also saw an improvement in th& own communication skilis and abiity to be 

assertive. They had clearer boundaries, and created and maintained more intimate mutuai 

fiendships. 

The most difncult aspcts of -tic work w a e  related to the intense nature of the 

work, the expenditure of emotionai energy, feehgs of powerlessness, fluctuations in confidence, 

a p a t e r  awareness of the more dangerous or negative aspects of the world, decreased 

spontaneity, féelings of isolation, and a sense of separateness fiom others. 

The methds participants used to cope with these s i r d  circumstances and eff- wae 

diverse. Ait of the counsellors acknowledged ha* th& own share of personal problems which 

they worked through via introspection, peer support and personal therapy. They felt that the 
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experience of having and working through these issues not only helped them d d o p  persondy 

but ultimately made them ôetter cuunsellors. Participants dso spoke to how they wen able to 

personaliy harness the bene& of the profession and c h e i  these gains back into th& 

profession. 

nie previous iiterature shows that the effkcts of clinicai work increase with yeam of 

experience (Mahoney, 1997). Being as one of the identifid effeds is greater self- awareness, 

participants would not only be more wgnizant of themselves, they w d d  also be more aware of 

the rest of the changes they undergo. 

Some themes emerged which had not previwdy been underscored in the literature. The 

first was the issue of boundaries. Participants demonstrateâ how they had developed clearer 

boundaries and were able to implement them more asertive1y. This relates to personai 

responsibility, the second theme which participants highiighted in wntrast to its receiving only 

passing reference in the existhg literature. Part of the findings in relation to fiendship was that 

the participants valued their fnends highly and were very aware of the impact beconhg a 

counselior has had in this area. The participants addressed fiiendship more daply compared to 

the literature which focuses more on psrtner and parent roles. It is possible that deeper coverage 

of familial relationships in the literature is a reflection of the greater attention and vdue society 

places on these relationships. In contrast, participants who were parents talked relatively little 

about the impact on parenting despite being questioned about it. One possible explmation for this 

is that participants' children are now adults, with the exception of one in his late teens. W~th the 

bulk of their parenting completed it may not k an immediate issue. The lack of discussion may 

also be related to the developmental point in thar Kves whai they started to become a counsellor. 

If their children were older when they entered the counselling profession, parenting may not have 
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been affected in the ssme way it have for pd t ioners  with srmin cbüdrenen A tbird 

possibility is that they did not sec a connection ôetween bemmhg a co~llse110r and pOrrntmg. 

Themes that did w t  emerge in tbis study were those of burn-out or vi&ous 

traumatization. Normal amotmts of stress and exnotional difficulty were expressed but not to the 

de- required to merit these conditions, with the exception of Alice, who refers to feeling this 

way earlier in her career (sa p.71). The absence of vicarious trawnatization as a thaae may be 

accounted for by the f a  that Alice is the only participant who bas had a specjalïzation in traumr, 

. - which she purposely no longer muntsuiq prefaring instead to have a more diverse case lord. 

While al1 counseiiors enCounter clients with traumatic experiences, vicarious traumatization is 

more iikely for those who work exclusivdy Ui the area and are steadily confironted with graphic 

detail and required to engage empathidy with the traumatic materid (SaaJcvitne & Pearlman, 

1996). An additional p o s a b i  is that, through ytws of experience, participants developed and 

fine-tuned wping techniques, refmed to in pages 88 through 94, whkh have provided the buEa 

rquired to guard against vicarious traumatization. The beneficial eEects identifid by participants 

such as work satisfaction, increased selfksteem, ongoing personal growth, increased confidence, 

me-afnmiing perceptions of the worid and people, improved communication, betta boundaries, 

increased assertiveness and stronger relationships may counteract the more negative aspects of the 

work as weil. 

Participants more f?equently cited stressors which created feelings of helplessness, 

fiequently associateci with burnout, as those related to working withia institutional settings as 

opposed to private practice, where isolation is more of an issue. This fjnding, whiîe somewhat 

counterintuitive, is wnsistent with the previous üterature- Aiso. the assiedon of previous rrsecinh 

that older more experieaced COWISelfors are iess Iikely to bum out, matches the findings of this 
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study where the participants had ôetween 10 and 28 years of experience to prepare thern to ded 

with therapeutic stressors. 

Limitations 

The hdings of the research rnay have been influenad by variables related to the sample 

population. The results rnay have been cliffirent ifboth male and female participants were used. 

As weil, because aU of the participants had a minimum of ten years experience, they could only 

reflect upon what it was üke to be a novice wumeilor Novices thanselves may have gmerated 

different resuits or added a d i f f i  dimemion. Because the interviews were limiteci to one point 

in t he ,  participants dso could oniy refiect upon changes as they r d e d  them. 

While many of the e f f i s  the participants discussed were consistent enough to be 

considered themes, they were not necessanly affected to the same degree or in a similar way. As 

when any personal change ocairs, the change will depend on the starting point and what is 

needing to  be changed or enhanced. The participants have different histories. Therefore, the 

degree or nature of the impact could k related to the preexjsting personality and socialization of 

the participant. Given that impacts are also shaped by what participants are exposed to, factors 

relating to counsehg preparation and clinical work may be influentid. Impact may Vary 

depending on preparatioa; the f o m  of the edudond process, the classes or  workshops attende4 

the type or quaiity of supavision expaienad, the orientations and slciils that were developod. 

Essentially, what was l m e d ?  Similady, clinid experiences Vary in a number ofways: 

specialization, trauma vasus non-trauma wo* caseIoad, supemsion, and work environment are 

ali factors that can determine impact. Prraunrbfy, as practitioners grow and change throughout 

their careers, the effécts their areers bave on them will change as weU. 

A nnal fktor relating to impact is participants' anrent profesSionai s a t i s f i o n  and 
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personai cïraunstances. A positive or negative bias may exkt depending on one's nimnt outiook 

However, when participants wae &aï at the oasd ofeach intervjew Show they wae f* at 

that time affêcted th& feelings about the work, they generaiiy said no. Within this research, 

clusters of issues emaged to fom themes. WlYk 1 beiieve that quantitative research methds 

have played an important part in this research area, as evidenced in the literature review, I 

particularly appreciate the opportunity afEorded participants by qualitative research to more filiy 

explore their thoughts on an issue fiom various vantage points. This helped to provide a ttlier 

more descriptive pichire and Jlowed the thernes to emerge. 

Whiie the interviewer experiaiced 8 g d  rapport with the participants and bdieved them 

to be genuine, the self-report format and lack of anonymity always have the potential to infiuence 

mwers to be more socially desirable. 

Im~lications 

Despite these limitations, the hdings have important implications for those currently 

practicing and those who enter the profdon in the fùture. Thae are benefits to be @ed ruid 

hazards to be negotiated. 

Continued interest and investigation in this area represents a shift towards acknowledging 

and accepting the benefits rather than considering such a position unprofessional (Johns, 1997). 

There are implications for the individuai, both personally and profdonally, and the work. This 

shift not only aliows but encourages p r o f d o d s  to hm*rs the bendts and maximiZe the 

potentiai for both personal and profesSonai gain. Feelings of king integrated, or 'together', 

combmed with feelings of profissonai satisfhon, result in k g  able to do better work. 

Therefore, it is in the best intefe~ts of both the cou~lsellor and the client for counsellors to utilize 

their lcnowledge and skiils fm their own bettement. 
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Acknowledging the p o t d a l  bamrds mdizes and vaiidates the experîence of 

professionals who enCounter thern. Creathg realistic expoctations also dows counselion to be 

prepared to deal with the pitWls of the work and the difEculties they may f w .  Such advance 

notice and preparation resuIts in c o u d o r s  being able to han& situations more effdvely  when 

they arise. Addressing hazards directly underscores the need to take action to aileviate the 

- detrimentai e E ' s ,  and to create conditions which rninirnize such dangers. 

Integrating the issues of bdancing personel and profeJsonal development, as well as 

maintaining a balance by m g  the benefits and managing the dangers is an area that could 

be more purposefidiy addressed in education programs in the tiitwe. 

Recomrnendations for Future Research 

While causation camiot be conciuded unequivdy ,  the participants did directly express 

that they attributed much of the changes they saw in themselves to becoming a counseiior and 

they also addressed the process of change when they had insight into it. The process of 'how' or 

'why' these changes ocair requires fiiriha investigation. These and other findings provide a pool 

of factors to draw from to explore to what extent each factor cited in fact infiuences various 

eEects. Research to detemine factor loading would faciiitate an understanding of the change 

process. 

Using both male and f d e  participants may provide more representative fmdings. in 

addition, if one were to pursue this type of research d e r  ideal conditions a longitudinal design 

beginning when one enters formai training and continuing throughout a career would be 

preferable. 
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APPENDIX A 



A B a l d g  Act 

This study is being condudecl by Tara Carbon, a Masters student at the University of Manitoba for 

the sole purpose of researdi for my Masters Thesis in €ducational Psychology. The intent of this study is 

to explore the effeds of becoming a coumeIlor. This will be accomplished by intewiewing each 

participant up to three times. Each interview will be appro#mately one hour. The interviews will be 

recorded on audio tape for the purpose only of accurate transcription, and the tapes wi l  be destroyeb 

after the thesis defense, Patiipants may refuse to answer any quesüons, and also have the rigM to 

withdraw from the study at any t i m .  At the amlusion of the study I will provide each participant will a 

summafy of the resuhs. 

Confdentiality of the personal infmation given is assured. No identifying information will be 

included in the transcripts. Your rigM to privacy is taken seriously. Your information wiH not be used 

outside the context of this study, and no one will be given your name or any infonnatii about you, 

excepf in the followhg circumstarrces. Like everyorie, I am mquired by law to report child abtm or 

negled. If I believe that a chi# is in need of protedion, Chi# and Family Services will be contaded. You 

will be given the oppodunity to contact CFS fi@ yoursetf if you need help. Also, if you do or say 

something that I honestly believe pub the life or safety of yourself or another person at risk, I wilt wam 

others and rnay ask for help from the poiiœ and other profaorials. 

Should you have any quedons aboul me or the study, please do not hesitate to contact Tara Carlson 

at 452-9078, or my thesis supervisor, P m f w  Maureeri Robinson at her office: 47C8605. 

If you are interested in becoming a pafüa'pant in th& study, please cal1 Tara to begin the interview 

process at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you, 

Tara Carlson 
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APPENDIX B 
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Amendix B 

LmtbrdCorrwnt 

I have read the descriqtioci of the study being undertaken by Tara Carison. I understand what is 

expeded of me as a participant and give ~0Meflt t0 the c o r i d i i .  

1, , give consent to take part in Tara Carlson's Thesis m a r d i  

study. 

(Signature of Participant) mate w n e a )  
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I'm reaïly @ad you igreed to meet w i ü  me Jurt to givc you an i d u  of what ril go on io 
these interviews, PU go o v e  rougMy whit we'U be tiUdiig .boit. T a y ,  wt'U W k  iboul 

how you came to be i counrc8.r. In Uie nert meeting we9Y di sc l~ j  if koming i conmdor 
meant there rem iny changes in the rut of your Mt, and then if those changea afféctd 

your penond reîatioorbips 

Çheck-in: what's going on for you, how are you féeüng nght now? 
How do you thinlc how you feel nght now is impacthg how 

you fed about the profession? 

Tell me a bit about yourselfand how you got hem? 

What made you want to be a counselior? 
Did anythiag else contribute to your decision? 

Any life experiences or events (model, sig. event, trauma) 

What was your preparation to becorne a couasellor me? 
Education? Degree? When? How Long? Where? Practicum? 

Internship? Additional clinical training? 

What's your prodice me? 
Primary retting sa clients in? 

# clients? How long practicing? 
PNnery theoretical orientation? 

When did you start to fa1 Like a counseilor? 
(Saw clients, got degree) 

When did you start to feel competent? 
Anything point specific to reabtion? 
Gradual? S-c event s?(validation) 

Personai Idonnation: 
Age? Relationsbip stshls? 

Ir then inming  that 1% missed tbit you feel ir important to add? 
Thank you for meeting with me today. 
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Thanks for meeting wi$h me again! Do yor f#l ait thae's anytbhg tbat you didn't 
mention last wcck that you'd like to add today? Rcmtmber, detrils; dates, phces, 

anecdotes are good to indude. Lut time we Wkcd about how you came to be a couador. 

Check-in: wbat's ~ o i n g  on for you, how are you foding nght mw? 
How do y w  tbiaL how you fd right now is impacting how 

you f d  about the profdon? 

Have you given much thought as to how that process lead to any other changes in your We? 

Did any of that process lead to any other changes in your We? 
What kind of changes? 

How did it change the way you thought about yourself? 
Has that changed over time? 

Did Ï t  change your views? Beliefs? Values? Phiiosophy? 

Has it changed your peroonality? Personal qualities? 
The way you act? Expectations of self? 

How do you feel about the changes o v d ?  
Good or Bad? 

What do you think causexi these changes? 
Theory? Clients? 

conscious or UI~COIISC~~~S process? 

Any signiscant eventd tunillig points/ 
or Gradual 
Self-image 

awarenesd insightl reflectionl introspection 
esteeml confidence 

spo-Y 
seKreliance 

w-ser 
disclosing 
assertive 

Is thcm inything a i t  Pvc mirrd that you C d  is important to idd? 
Tôink you for meeting with me today. 
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Interview Guiddiat #3 

Thanks for meeting nith me again. Remember, dttrils, dates, places, storiu, anecdotes are 
good. The lrst two sessions, we taîked about how you crme to be r eounscllor, and what 

End of changes tbat mtrnt for you p e r s o o ~ .  Is there anytbing you fel w t  missed fmm 
those topics thrt you'd likt to add todry? 

Chdck-in: wbt's going on fw yoy bow are you feeling nght now? 
How do you think how you feel right mw is impactmg how 

you fed about the profkon? 

Today, 1 thought we'd t ak  about ifany of those changes affectecl your relationships? 
In what way? 

How did t change your views of people? 

How did it change the way you relate to people? 

Intirnate relationships? 

Friends? 

Do you think, o v d ,  these changes have been g d  or bad? 

Have things changed over time? 

1s then rnything tbat I've misscd thit you f d  ir important to idd? 

Debriefing: How has participating in this study affecteci you? 
Whet was the experience iike? 

What did you gain? 
What did you me? Didn't like? 

Tbank you Cor m d n g  witb me 
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Counsellors need to take of themdves. If these interviews raise any issues or wncans that you 

would Wre to address fiirther, pl- talk to the f d y  mernbers, niendq or professionals that you 

find supportive. If you f-1 additional support would be helpfûi, I have hcluded a Ha of some of 

the cornmunity resowces available: 

Counsellina Services 
F d y  Centre of WApeg ..... .. . .. ... .... .... .. .. ..... ... 947-1401 
Jewish Child & Family SeMces .............-.---.....-.. 9494860 
Miriam Centre-. . .. -. . .--. .- -- - - A 5 5 4 2  
Youvilie Centre, - -. . -. . . . . - - . - . -. -. -- - -. - -. . - . .-. . . . - -. - -. -. -. - - -2334262 
Grief Consultation Centre.. . . . . . . . . . . . ....- - -. . -. - - -. -. -. . - -9894 106 
Fort Garry Women's Resowce Centre .... ... . . .. .. -477.1 123 
Women' s Health Chic  , . -. -. . . . . . - . . . . . -. . - -. . . . . . . . -. . . . . . -947- 1 5 17 
The Men's Resource Centre .-.-.-,.,.,.,.-.... ..- .--..-- 489-3200 
Winnipeg Gay & Lesbian Resource Centre.. . . .... . -284-5208 
Addictions Foundation of Manitoba.. . - . .. - .- - -. .-. - -. . -944-6200 




